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young Wild West and "Cinnamon Hank"
OR, THE GRUDGE OF THE GILA GIANT
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-The Gila Giant Is Interrupted.
"I know who he is, boys. It's ther feller Nell
Hooker got acquainted with when she was away
½o a school in ther East. 1 heard ther boss say
he was expected ter .git here some time this
month. My! but he sartinly is a dandy, ain't
he?"
The speaker was one of fom· cowboys who were
resting in the shade of some trees along the bank
of the Gila River, in southwestern Arizona. Near
them was a big herd of cattle peacefully grazing,
for it was one of the fertile parts of the territory. A horseman was approaching over the
trail that ran almost parallel with the ricver, and
the moment they saw him the cowboys were interested, for they could tel1 right away that he
was; not much used to riding a broncho. Pne of
the four was fully six feet in height and built in
proportion, and as the · remark left the lips of
Shorty White, the smallest one of the lot, he
frowned darkly, and after gazing at the horseman for a few seconds he said:
"He must be Nell's lover, then. Well, if he is
I reckon he'll soon wish that he never come to
Arizony."
''Jealous of him, Hank?" Shorty asked, an
aml\sed smile showing on his round, good-flatured
face.
"That's my business," was the curt reply. "Yoct
hea!·d what I ,said. an' I reckon when ther Gila
Giant expresses h::mself he grnerally means business."
"Pshaw! Let him alone, Hank," advised one
of the others, shrugging his shoulders. "You
ought ter know that a putty little gal lik~ Nell
Hooker wouldn't take no stock in a big gal0ot
like you. Sich a thing ain't hardly ter be ex•
pected."
"What do yer mean by that, Wouser?" the
Gila Giant cried, angrily. "Yer ain't tryin' ter
git me mad, are yer?"
There was a dangerous glitter in the eyes of
>-cinnamon Hank, and he touched the butt of a
revolver, significantly.
"Hold on, Hank!" cried Shorty, stepping over
and touching t h e giant on the ar m. There ain't
n o use in gittin' mad at what Wouser S!lid. He
j est meant that you was sich a big feller that

an ordinary ial wasn't likely ter take t o you. It
wasn't on account of your looks, I know, 'cause
you're about as good-lookin' a man as there · is in
these here parts."
If Shorty meant what he said about the good
looks of Cinnamon Hank, he certainly was a poor
judg·e, for the big cowboy, while of fine pro-portions, possessed a face that was anything but
handsome. It was pock-marked and scarred, and
the dark-mustache that adorned his upper lip,
twisted at the ends, gave him an expressiqn of
fierceness. But the remark mollified him somewhat, and with a snort of disgust he nodded to
Wouser and observed:
"Jest keep your mouth out of it after this, or
me an' you will be bad friends ."
"Well, I don't want to be bad friends with you,
Hank," Wouser retorted. "I always thought a
whole lot of y ou, an' I do yet. But if I was you
I'd let ther tenderfoot alone. N othin' good will
come of it if ypu ·b other him; see if I ain't right.''
"I don't tali:e advice from no one," the Gila
Giant exclaimed. "I'm goin' ter find 1out who
that feller is, an' if he's come out here ter marry
Nell Hooker, as report says a young feller from
ther East was comin' here ter do, he'll , wish he
never come, as I said afo1·e."
No one made any reply to this, so the four remained in silence, while the horseman gradually
neared them. In a very few minut es he rode up
and halted near the cowboys.
"Good-morning, gentlemen!" he called out,
bowing to them and smiling. "How far am I from
.
the Two-Star Ranch?"
"Not very far," Cinnamon Hank answered,
quickly, as he stepped toward the stranger.
·
"What do yer want to go there for?"
"Oh, just to make a little visit," was the retort, with a shrug of the shoulders. "I wasn't
expected until the day after to-morrow, but when
I got to the railroad station and found it was
only about twenty miles to ride, I made up my
mind to strike out myself ear ly this morning, and
I did so. It seems to me that I must have ridden
nearly twenty miles now, so t he r anch can't be
.
very far away."
"You wasn't expected till ther day after tomorrow, eh?" Cinnamon Hank asked, a froYn
showing on his vi'llage,
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":Wo."
"Who was expectin' ye1·-Nell ?"
The tenderfoot gave a start, and a flash shone
in his eyes.
·
"Probably so," he answered. "Do you know
Nellie Hooker?"
"Well, I reckon I oug11ter. I've worked for her
father for ther last three or fours vears, an' it
· ain't likely I wouldn't know lier, is it?"
"No, that's right. Well, since you have asked
the question, I will tell you that she does expect
me. Bnt her father and · mother also know that
I am coming, too."
"Huh! I s'.pose you're ther feller what fell in
love ·with her when she was in ther East somewhere."
"You needn't suppose anything about it," the ·
tenderfoot retorted, sharply. "If you're employed
by Sanford Hooker you have a right to give me
the information I seek. How far is it to the
ranch?"
"It ain't over five miles, stranger," Shorty
White spoke up, as he stepped leisurely toward
the two. ''Jest foller ther cattle trail right· along
till yer git to ther ridge over the-i:e, an' you'll
see ther ranch plain enough."
"Wl}at are you interferin' for, Shorty?" the
Gila Giant demanded, as he turned sharply to
the under-sized man.
"That's all right, Hank," was the reply. "You
know as well as I do that if we don't treat ther
stranger right we'll be likely ter -hear from ther
boss about it. He wanted ter know ther way
to ther 1·anch, an' ,I 've told him, so now he kin
r-ide on an' he'll soon git there."
"Oh, he needn't be in no hurry about goin',"
Cinnamon H;mk said, meaningly.
Then he stepped over and took the stranger'-s
horse by the bridle.
"Git off," he said, "I .want ter talk to you a
bit."
The young man looked a trifle uneasy, and
when he saw that the three companions of Cinnamon Hank were looking that way; too, he must
have made up his mind that he was in for trouble.
"Please let go of my horse," he said, persua- _
sively, as he looked the. giant squarely .in the
eyes. "You have no right to detain me."
"I want ter talk to you afore you go," was the
retort, and then.. turning to the three cowboys
near him, Cinnamon Hank added: "You fellers
jest _take a little walk, 'cause I don't want yer
ter hear what I'm talkin' about."
·
"Come on, boys, I s'pose we had better do as
Hank says," the fellow called Wouser observed,
as he started to walk toward the grazing cattle.
The other two quicklv followed him. and as
soon as they were out of hearing the Gila Giant
nodded to the young man and said:
"Now, then, git off of tnat horse. We kin talk
better when you're standin' on ther ground, I
reckon."
"Do you really mear, to say that you are in the
employ of Sanford Hooker?" came the reply.
"I sartinly am, an' I'm a .mighty good friend of
his daughter, too."
"Well, unless you permit me to ride on I will
report you to your boss for having acted in that
way."
"Yer will . eh? ·see here, stranger, it might
be that you'll never live ter git to ther Two-Star

Ranch. You have only got one chance, so you
had better make up your mind ter listen ter what
I've got ter say. I'm a mighty bad man when I
git stirred up. I'm ther Gila Giant, an' my
name is Cinnamon Hank. I kin lick any two
men at one time that ever lived, so if I should
take a notion ter break you i:ri two you kin bet
it would be done in a jiffy. Now, then. are you
ready ter git down off that horse an' listen·-ter
what I've got ter say?"
The young man's face had turned nale by this
time. He looked about him as though in search
of some one who might come to his aid. But
the three cowboys stood with their backs turned,
and there was no one else in sight but the broad
cattle range and the patches of timber and prickly underbrush, with the cattle grazing peacefully
to the left. The tenderfoot wore a suit o.f clothes
that was li crht in color and li !>'ht in weight.
The right-hand pocket of the coat sagged down,
showing th8t there- was something h"eavy in it,
and nervou ly he slipped •his hand toward it. But
the Gila Giant divined his intention.
"Hold on, young feller!" he exclaim€d, hoarsely.
"If you put your hand in that pocket ter pull a
gun I'll shoot quicker than lightnin'. Now, then,
I reckon you know that I -mean business. · Git •
down off that horse, or I'll pull yer down!"
"All right," was the quick - reply. "I don't
want a ny trouble with you, so I'll" do as you
say. But I think you will · be very sorry for
having acted this way."
"I will, eh? Don't you go to makin' me no
threats, young feller. Now, then, what's your
name?"
"Harry Wells is my name."
"An' vou're Nell Hooker's lover, ain't yer?"
"Yes."
•
"Well, :hat settles it, then. I knowed it ther
-minute I seen yer comin', 'cause we've all heard
that Nell got in love with a young feller in ther
East, an' that he was comin' out here ter marry
her. But see here, Harry Wells, I want ter tell
yer s?meth_in'. Which would you rather do, stay
here rn Anzony for a few days, an' then die or
go back East an' live?"
'
"Well, I don't feel like dying, of course," Harry
Wells answered, rather boldly, considering the
circumstances.
.
He was now s.tanding on the ground near his
horse, and the Gila Giant, towered ove~ him and
looked threatening enough.
'
"Well, if you insist on goin' on to ther ranch
ter marry Nell, you'll die afore you do it. I
don't mind tellin' yer that I've had an eye on that
g-al for some little time myself. I don't think
she cares anything for me, but she might if you
was o~t of ~her wa_Y. _Now, then, ther best thing
you km do 1s ter git right on your horse an' ride
back where yer come from. Take ther train for
ther Ea$t as quick as yer kin, an' forgit all about
ther putty little girl what's livin' on ther TwoStar Ranch:'
•
"And if I refuse to db that," what then?" the
young man asked, a strange light showing in his ~.
eyes.
"Well, you kin go on to ther ranch, but you'll
never live ter hitch up with Nell Hooker."
"You mean to say that you will kill me before
it can happen, then?"
"I s'pose that's wh_at I mean."
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"You only suppose it, then?"
"See here, young man. Don't git me riled, or
I'll take a notion ter put a bullet through yer
.
right now."
"Well, I'll get on my horse, I think."
"Go ahead."
Harry Wells stepped to the broncho he had
ridden from the depot, and placing- his left foot
in the stirrup, managed to get into the saddle
in an awkward manner. Cinnamon Hank stepped
,
back and nodded approvingly.
""Which way are yer goin' ter turn, Wells?" he
asked.
"Toward the ranch," was the reply.
"All right. If yer do you'll know what ter
expect. Go on, for I'm goin' ter take a shot at
yer hat ter ke,lp you goin' a little."
Again the tenderfoot looked around as thouf:h
he expected some one would come to his · aid.
This time his face lighted up, for riding from
behind a clump of timber something like three
hundred yards distance came a boy and a girl.
The former was mounted upon a magnificent sorrel stallion, while his companion was riding, a
cream-white broncho. Their attire was extremely
·cturesque, it being· of buckskin, elaborately
trimmed with scarlet silk fringe. Both wore
somberns, the girl's having· a long red feather
thrust in the band. Cinnamon Hank- saw them,
and he g-ave a violent start.
"What does this mean?" he demanded, as
t
"d
though speaking to himse If • f or h e pal no a t
th
en.
tention to the tenderfoot juS
- Then from behind the clump of trees came
two morf;! riders, a tall man, with long, black
hair and a mustache of the same hue, and a
young woman. They had scarcely got. into view
when another couple appeared, a boy and a girl.,
They we:re all heading straight for the spot
where Cinnamon Hank and Harry Wells were
in waiting, and as they got a little closer two
typical Chinamen, leading a couple of loaded
pack-hQrses, appeared also. A feeling· of relief
had come over the tenderfoot the moment he
saw the first couple appear, and now he seemed
to feel that he had some one to take his part,
-for he looked at the Gila Giant with an expression of triumph on his face. The other
three cowboys now walked over to where the
Gila tiant was standing, an expression of 'surprise, intermingled with anger, on his face.
"Fancy-lookin' crowd, I reckon, Hank," Shorty
observed, with a nod. "I wonder what they're
doin' around here?"
"They had better go on about their business,"
was the surly retort. "I don't want no one ter
interfere with me when !1m <loin' bu~iness with
a man."
"How are you, gentlemen?" a voice called out
just then, and then the boy on the sorrel stallion
.came g-alloping up, followed by the girl on the
white broncho.
"I am very glad you came just as you did,"
Harry Wells answered, as he urged his horse
orward to meet the speaker. !'I am having a
ttle trouble with the giant."
"Shut up!" roared .Cinnamon Hank, running
toward him, his hand upon a gun that showed
from the holster at his rignt side. "If you tell a
word of what's passed between us, I'll put a
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bullet through you right afore this crowd. I
mean business. I'm ther Gila Giant, an' my
name is Cinnamon Hank. When I git 1·iled I
don't stol? at nothin'. I kin lick any two -men
at ·one time that ever lived."
"Easy, my friend," the dashing-looking boy on
the sorrel said, making a motion with his left
hand. "Don't g-et excited. Let's hear what the
trouble is, and then perhaps we can settle it fo1·
you. Just take your hand away from that gun,
please."
~'vVho are you talkin' to?" Cinnamon Hank demantled, angrily.
"To you-the Gila Giant. "That's what you
say you are, and you certainly are a giant, for
you are a mighty big man. But it makes no
difference to me how big you are. I have told
you to take your hand away from that gun, and
if you don't do it inside of two seconds I will
make you!"
As the boy spoke he whipped a revolver from
his belt with such quickness that it caused the
cowboys to gasp in astonishment. Cinnamon
Hank foun·d himself staring into the muzzle · of
a .44' and he had not yet started to pull his own
gun. He lost no time in taking his hand from
it, however, and stepping back, he looked at the
boy who had so suddenly g-ot the drop on him.
He saw as fine a specimen of a young American as ever existed. The rider of the sorrel was
of medium height, well-formed and handsome.
A wealth of light chestnut hair hung over his
shoulders, and the sombrero, tipped jauntily on
his head, gave him the appearance of just what
he was-the ideal boy hero of the West. The
smile that played about liis H'ps told of the wonderful coolness he possessed, too, and the hand
that held the revolver pointed at the giant was
/
as steady as a rock.
"Wow!" exclaimed Shorty White, looking at
Wouser and the other cowboys. "This is what
I call somethin' a little out of ther general run
of ·things, boys. Did yer ever see anything like
that? Why, that kid got that gun pointed at
Hank so quick that I didn't see how it was done.
I reckon ther Gila Giant is sorter up ag'in it
jest about now."
Cinnamon Hank heard the words, but he did
not turn to say anything- just then. He had
all he could do to look at the boy and wonder
how it was that he had been caught napping,
when he had his hand ori his gun at the time it
happened.
"Boy, who are yer?" he managed to gasp, after
a short silence.
"Young- Wild West .is my name," came the
quick reply.

CHAPTER II.-The Fall of the Gila Giant.
"Hurraoh! hurrah!" cried Harry Wells, the tenderfoot. "Now I know I am · all right. It is
Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot of the
How g-lad I am!"
West!
"Boys," whispered Shorty. -White to the two
who were standing near him, "I reckon something will happen now for sartin. You have
l1eard of Young Wild West as well as I have.
Hank has heard of him, too, but none. of us ever
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seen him afore. They say that even though he joy it greatly . . The girls h·a ve got so used to
ain't nothin' but a boy, he's a regufal' terror at it that you could hardly induce them to live in
puttin' up a fight, an' that there ain't nothin' a city or town now. It seems that we are all
that ever could happen what wouB . scare him so fixed that we have an income tli.at is more
one little bit. He kin fight with his fists, too, than enough to pay the expenses incurred on such
an', as big as he is, Cinnamon Hank has got ter trips as we take. Now, then, as soon as we
look out for himself."
.
.
have disposed of Mr. Cinnamon Hank, the Gil~
Mean.while, the Gila G;ant stood stock still in Giant, we wm ride over to the Two-Star Ranch
h;s tracks, looking at the boy as though there with you. I feel mighty certain that we will
v ·ils a charm about him th:.t he could not shake
be welcomed there, for it is seldom, indeed, that
off.
we ~ver meet w.ith an vthi11n· but :1 kind reception
'
"Stranger," the dashing young deadshot said, at the ranches throughout the West."
noddinti; to the tP.·· derfoot, "go ahead and tell
The boy had thrust his revolver back into his
us what the trouble is. Yon needn't be afraid belt by this time, but Cinnamon Hank knew he
of this big fellow or the other three cowboys was being watched by Cheyenne Charlie, so he
interferin!;', . We will see to that, won't we, boys?" made no effort to pull a gu.n. There was a
"You kin bet your life we will, Wild," the tall peculiar twinkle in the young <ieadshot's eyes
man. with the lo·," dark hair and mustache, an- as he looked at the big cowboy, and nodding his
swer.-d. "Ther first galoot as p•its his hand head to him, he said:
011 a !"11n will git a streak of daylight through
"Well, Cinnamon Hank, are you satisfied to
him ~fore he knows it."
take back what you said to ML Wells?"
"Thev're not likf'!y to interfere, Wilrl," the
"I never take nothin' back, kid," was the reother b0,1 of the party spoke up, with a smile. tort. "You have got ther best of it right now so
- "Those three fellows seem to ba ouite neaceful, yer in g-o ahead an.' have your way. I don't ~ant
anvhow. It is the !!'iant who is the uirly one, I no trouble with ver, but as far as me takin' back
reckon. But he is quite tame now, and I think what I said to that tenderfoot, I'd die first."
"
he will remain so until we g;:.t away from him."
"Wel!, I reckon ~-ou'll have to die, then."
The tenderfoot's face ,shower! ulainly the joy
As the words came from the boy's lips Harry
he felt at the sudden turn of affairs.
Wells gave: a violent start, ·for no doubt he felt
'Td like to shake hands with you, Young Wild
Young Wild West was going to shoot the
West," he said, steuping forward. "My name is t~at
big fellow. But such was not the intel\ltion of
Harry ·well$, and I am from the East."
our hero. He had never yet shot a man unless
"Vr-ry glad to meet you Mr. Wells," and the i~
was in self-defense, or perhaps to save the
~-01111"" de?dshot gripped his hand in hearty
hves of others. But he had made up his mind to
fashion. "Let me introduce vou to Cheyenne take
the giant down a peg or two, so to speak
Charlie. the ex-government scout, and Jim ·Dart, and once
Joung Wild West made up ·nis mind
a hoy chum of mine."
to do a thrng he always did it.
The two promptly shook hands with the ten<lerfoot, a11d then Young Wild West, who had • "Cinnamon Hank." said he, speaking in the cool
transferred his 1·evolver to his left hand and and, easy way that had made him famous, "if you
was still holding it pointed toward the Gila Giant, don t take back the threats you made against this
called the ladies .of the party and introduced them gentlemen you will have to fight me. Now,
as Arietta Murdock. Eloise Gardner and /Mrs. th~n,. what are you going to do about- it?"
Fight yer!" cried the giant, as though he
Watson, the wife of ·cheyenne Cliarlie.
"Now, then," he said, as he dismounted, "go hardly understood the words. "Yer don't mean
ter say that you're willin' ter fight me on even
ahead and tell us what the trouble is."
,
Harry Wells blushed slightly, but did not hesi- terms, do yer, kid?"
"That's just what_ I mean. I will fight you. in
tate to ~o ahead. He related how he had met
pretty Nellie Hooker while she was attending a any way you say, if you would rather have it
young· ladies' boarding-school in the East, and that way. But understand me, if I should haphow they had fallen in love and became engaged. pen to sp3:re your life in iretting the best of
He also related that he had come to Arizona for you, you will have to apologize to Harry Wells "
"All_rigbt, Young Wild West. That's what ·1
the purpose of marrying her, but before he
rea'Ched the ranch he found that he had a rival, cal! mighty easy. It's all right when vou have
and a dangerous one at that, it seemed. He re- got ther; drop on ri:ie, 'cause I know that your
lated just what Cinnamon Hank had told him, finger km pull a tngger about as quick as any
9ne else's. But when it comes to fightin', why,
and then he finished by saying:
"Don't you think I had a right to feel glad 1t seems a shame for me ter tackle sich a striplin'
as
you."
that you came along just as you did, Young Wild
"Tha~'s all right. There is nothing shameful
· West?"
"Well, I suppose you certainly have that right," about it. If you will just name the way you
was the reply. "But I assure you that you are want to fight it out we will go at it at once
•
no more glad of it than I am. I a1'1 always How shall we do it, with guns?"
ready to do a good turn -for any one deserving
"No, we'll do it with hands. Maybe you would
9f lt. and I certainly tnink you are. With my stand jest as much show as me with a gun."
-· .
two partners and the girls, I go riding around .
"An' a little better show, I reckon, Hank,•
the wildest parts of the West, always looking for Shorty spoke up, shaking his head, solemnly.
excitement and adventure, and now and then come "But ypu have got a lot -of nerve ter want ter
upon something in the way of fortune, too. Of fight a boy like that. Why, if you git hold of
course, we have lots of fun thrown in, and we him you'll break him in two."
manage to have a pretty good time, and all en"He'll h~ve to get hold of me, first, my friend,"
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the young deadshot said, with a smile, a s he
nodded to the undersized cowboy.
It was not -the first time that Young Wild West
had come in contact with a r egular gian t. Then~
'll'ere many such fellows scattered about minin g
~mps of the West, but Cinnamon Hank seemed
to be about as :formidable as any he had ever
met. However, he relied on his coolness and
qukkness to defeat him, and even though l_iis two
partners and the girls might not approve of it,
he was bent on thras hing Cinnamon Hank.
"Step right out here and tell me when you are
ready," he said, nodding to the big ruffian, coolly.
"You say we are to fight with our hands. Now,
then, how about it? Are you ready?"
The two had meYed ::;lightly away from the
group where the ground was perfectly level.
"Come on, you tantalizin' kid!" roared the Gila
Giant, as he thrust out his big hands a nd
clutched at the empty air, while his teeth grated
together, showing how . angry he was.
He made a move forward at the same time,
and then Young Wild West darted forward, with
;ilbe quickness of a cat, and struck him a resounding blow between the eyes with his 1eft fi st.
Cinnamon Hank made a desperate attempt to
grab him, but he rpissed. Before he could turn
again our -hero's right caught him behind the
ear and sent him staggering forward.
"ls that the way you fight, you sneaking
coyote?" the boy asked, with a laugh, as he
began dancing around him, his hands kept in
boxing style. "Come on."
The two blows had dazed the giant somewhat,
but his anger was so great now that the veins
on his neck and forehead seemed in danger of
bursting. Uttering a roar like that of a maddened bull, he plunged forward to grip the boy
and crush him. But that was where the agility
. of the young deadshot came in action. He easily
avoided the attempt to seize him, and then he
swung a right swing straight behind the same
ear where the blow landed before. The shock
was too much this time, and down went the
;._Gila Giant on his face, his han'd s floundering
about and his feet kicking like a novice in a
swimming pool.
The three cowboys looked on in amazement.
Never in their lives had they seen such a thing
happen before. To think that a big man standing
six feet six, and weighing two hundred and
twenty-five pounds, should go down from the
blows of a mere boy! And it had been done.
.so easily, too. They kept their eyes fixed upon
the prostrate form and wondered if he had been
killed. But no. Suddenly the Gila Giant rolled
over and got into a sitting postur e. Then he
rubbed his eyes like one who had just been awakened from a deep sleep ·and glared around him.
Before him stood the handsome young deadshot ,
his arn1s folded across his chest and a smile on
his faee.
"Get up and fight, Cinnamon Hank," came t he
invitation. "You're big enough to eat me. Come
ahead and try to do it."
"I'll kill yer!" came the reply, and then, as
though he had just thought of it, Cinnamon
Hank grabbed for a gun and succeeaed in pulling
it from the holster.
But, as quick, as a flash, Young Wild West
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kicked it from his ha nd, and the weapon went
flying a dozen feet away.
· t ou proposed tha t we were to fight it out wit h
our hands," the boy said, coolly. "Now, then,
don't you try anythin~ like that again. Get up,
for if you don't I will hit you while you're down."
Hank spra ng up, as quick as a flash, his cumbersome form looming up frightfully before his
youthful opponent. Regardles£ of the fact that
he was runnine- the risk of being caught by those
sinewy arms, Young Wild West ran straight in
and sent his right fist forward with all the force
he could command. The blow caught the giant
in the pit of the stomach and then, with a gasp
th&t sounded almost like a leaky bellows, he
doubled up in the form of a half-opened jackknife and went to the ground with a thud.
."I reckon that will be about all for a while,
anyhow," the young deadshot said, as he nodded
to the three cowboys. "You fellows had better
take care of him. He will be all right in a few
minutes, though I think it will take him some
time to entirely get over such a blow. His nerves
will be tingling a little for a day or two, perhaps.
so you had better tell him to be very careful and
not let any one hit him in that spot again. He
might not survive a second punch like that."
. "I reckon he's dead now," Shorty said, shaking
his head. "I was watchin' yer when yer hit him
that time, Young Wild West. I don ' ~ believe a
mule could have hit any harder if he had kicked
straight out from behind. Why, he fell down
just as though he was a tree fallin' from ther
stump. But see here, I don't want yer to think
that there's anything wrong about me an' these
two fellers with me. Cinnamon Hank has been
tryin' ter be sweet on ther boss' daughter a long
time, an' when he heard· that she was engaged
ter marry a young feller from ther East, he got
awful mad a.bout it. Jealous, I s'pose yer might
call it. He's always been a putty good feller,
'.cept that he would start up a ruction every time
he got drunk an' clean out places. But he
ain 't never killed any one, as I know of, an' outside of what I've jest said, he's right. I s'pose,
thought, he'll feel mighty sore over what's happened, an' if he gits ther chance he'll try ter git
square with you."
"Well, if he does that he will make a big mistake. He should be satisfied to know that he
has been beaten fairly. It was out of all reason
for him to want to fight me with his bare handsor any one would say that, I suppose. But, you
see, I happen to know how to handle myself
pretty well, and as I alway,s keep in training I
felt that I could easily whip him. You see how
it was done. He never once touched me with
his hands, though he struck at me many times."
"I seen it ·a11, Young Wild West. You're a
wonder, an' there ain't no mistake about it. Me
an' ther boys here has heard tell a lot .about you,
an' I reckon what we've heard is all true. But
ther most we've heard is about your wonderful
shootin'. You're ther Champion Deadshot of the
\Vest, ain't yer?"
"Well, never mind about that. I never call
myself a champion at anything. If others choose
to do it, I can't help it. Now, then, Mr. WeJls,"
and the boy turned to the tenderfoot, who was
standing by his horse and looking on in silent
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admiration, "I reckon we will go over to the TwoStar Ranch with you."
"And I will be very glad to have you do so," the
tenderfoot declared. "You are the most wonderful young fellow I ever met, Young Wild West,
and I will never ,forget you for what you have
done fo1;· me."
"That's alLright. Say no more a:bout it. But
let us be off at once. When that big fellow
comes to he might want to make further trouble,
and then I would probably be compelled to put
a bullet through him to stop him. I don't want
to do anything like that, if I can help it, so we
will leave that until later."
"Three cheers for Young Wild West, boys!"
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, called out, as he
waved his hat over his head. "Now, then, all
·
together. Hip! hip!"

CHAPTER III.-The Tenderfoot Meets His
Sweetheart.
Young Wild West and his friends spent a great
deal of their time in Arizona. Probably this was
due to the fact that there was so much in the
line of adventure to be found there. Upon the
stretches of desert and among the wilds of the
mountains mining camps had been established,
and every month or two a new one would spring
up, only to die out in a short time, though some
of them grew into good-sized towns, and since
the time of which we write have become cities.
There was something going on at these plaees,
for the very worst element was attracted here,
as well as some of the best of men. It was late
in the forenoon of a day in October when our
hero and his companions came upon the scene
in which the Gila Giant took such a prominent
part. Having disposed of him in such an easy
way, the Champion Deadshot of the West wa$
ready to go on to the Two-Star Ranch with the
young man he had befriended.
The cheering amounted to nothing to him, and
he scarce!~ paid any attention to it whatever,
but mounting his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, he
quickly rode to the side of his waiting sweetheart, golden-haired Arietta, and took the cattletrail to the southeast. The rest followed, Harry
Wells riding· close to Cheyennll Charlie and his
wife, for the scout had started a conversation
with him, and the tenderfoot seemed to be greatly interested. As they rode away they all turned
and looked back. The Gila Giant was still lying
upon the ground, and bending o-ver him were
the three cowboys.
"Perhap_s J;ie is dead," Wells said, looking at the
scout in a frightened sort of way._
"Don't you believe that," was the retort. "Wild
knocked ther wind out of him, an' sorter paralyzed his nervous system, I _reckon. But· he'll
come around all right an' be ready ter fight for
fair in a few hours. That big galoot' would be
a dangerous customer if he was ter git hold of
you once. But Wild ain't ther sort ter let any
·
one git hold of him, yer know." ·
"It seems not. I never saw such a thing in
my life. Why, the blows the boy struck were
as powerful as a heavyweight prize-fighter could
arlmini;;ter to an oononent. It seems haiidlY

posible that he could knock· such a big fellow
·
down."
"He done - it all right," and Cheyenne Charlie
gave a chuckle. "Now, then, if the giant knows
when he's well off he'll let it go as it is. Ther
only thing about it is that he didn't apologiz '
to yer,. Wells."
"Probably he would have done so if we had
waited," was the reply.
"Wild didn't seem to be of a mind te1· wait,
an' what he says always goes. I'm somethin'
like ten yfars older than he is, but I'm proud
te_r say that he's my leader, an' I always do jest
as he says. Ever since I first met him I've liked
him as much as if he was my brother. I'm goin'
ter stick to him as long as I live, 'cause there
ain't another boy like him in ther whole world."
"And how about you?" , the tenderfoot asked
turning to Jim Dart, who was riding behind hin1:
" "I am ju~t the same as Charlie," was the reply.
Young Wild West was born to be a leader and
I am satisfied to be one of his followers. Charlie
and I ca~l ours~lves his partners, and we are,
not only_ m a friendly way, but in business, too.
We are mterested in a few mines, you know, and
~on:ie of them pay pretty well. .You may think
1t 1s strange that we have the girls with us
b~1t C~arlie's wife didn't seem to like the idea of
h1s gomg off alone on long trips, and when she
made it plain that she wanted to become one of
the. party, it made it possible for Arietta and
~lo1se to come also. At first I didn't like the
1dea much, but I am happy ·to say that it has
turned out all right, and I think the girls are
~11 the better for the outdoor life they are living, even though sometimes they are placed in the
greatest of danger. But they all know how to
shoot pretty well, especially Arietta who is a
real deadshot. She is something like' Wild too
for she has a way of keeping eool, no matter 'what
haJ!pens.. As far as Wild is concerned, I hardly
beheve his match could be found the world over
H~ never gets rattled, and when he presses th~
trigger you can bet that what he shoots at will
.
drop."
"I've heard of him several times. I have heard '!
of you all, in fact," the tenderfoot declared as
~e looked, from one to the other in admiration.
You don t kn_ow how. good it makes me feel to
become acquamted with you. But just before
you came up I was not feeling very good for
the Gila Giant promised to shoot at my hat' as I
ro_de away, after I refused to turn back. He
rmght have made a miss of it and sent the bullet
through my head, for he certainly hates me "
"Did th~r gal you're goin' ter marry ~ver
say p._nythmg about ther big galoot?" Chevenne
Charhe asked, as he turned back and saw Cinnan:on Hank g~tting up~n his feet with the assistance of his comparuons.
"Yes, she did mention the fellow I believe
One day when I asked her if no o-C:e had eve;
sought her hand out this way, she laughingly told
!He ~hat ~he believed a big giant of a fellow was •
m live with her, though he had never made any
real advances in that direction. Of coi,u·se she
'
referred to the Gila Giant."
"Well, if you're goin' ter marry ther gal I
reckon ther big galloot had better be got rid of.
It won't do ter have him hangin' around these
parts, 'cause if he's got a notion of bein' IO
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jealous as what he's showed he'll sartinly git
square with you. But it ain't likely ther ranch
man will want ter keep.. sich a galoot in his employ very long. Most likely he'll discharge him
right away."
"I should think he would," Wells answered,
shaking his head. "The man is certainly a vi:lain."
"Take a look at him. He's standin' up now,
though he looks as though he would like ter set
down."
The tenderfoot looked back and saw Cinnamon
·Hank leaning against a tree, his three companions sitting- on the ground before him. He
was looking toward the party of riders, too, but
did not manifest an inclination to shout anything
to them. Our friends rode on, and soon got to
the other side of the ridge, when the cowboys and
the cattle were shut from their view. Then the
tenderfoot became rather talkative, and began
questioning Cheyenne Charlie about the adventures they had experienced.
They had come in sight of the Two-Star Ranch
by this time. It lay off directly to the south,
and the buildings seemed to be in a first-class
condition. Close to it or! the left the Gila River
flowed, and the bright-green shrubbery that
showed along the bank was in contrast to the
brown level stretch that Jay beyond. The mesquite shrubbery was along close to the river, and
Cheyenne Charlie explained to the tenderfoot
that cattle and horses were very fond of it, and
that it was even more nourishing for them than
grass.
"This here patch is bein' saved for ther horses,
I s'pose," he said, as the:,1 rode along. "Yer
kin see that there ain't no cattle up this way at
all. It's for ther cowboys ter keep 'em where
they belong. Now an' then I s'pose all ther
horses ther ranchman has got is turned up this
way, an' they sartinly do g-it a good feed."
When they were within about a mile of the
house a horse was seen galloping toward them.
Harry Wells could ·not tell at the distance that
there was a girl riding the horse, but the rest
of the party knew it right away, and when Wild
called out to the tenderfoot that his sweetheart
was coming to meet him he brightened up instantly.
"Are you sure it is a girl on the horse, Young
Wild West?" he asked, as he rode up to the head ,
of the column.
"Just as sure of it as anything," was the reply. "Can't you see for yourself? .1ust shade
your eyes with your hand and take a good look."
Wells did as directed, and soon he gave a nod
and exclaimed:
"Yes, it's a girl, and I believe it's Nellie."
"Why, certainly_ it is. Who else could it be?
Don't you suppose that she has guessed you are
coming? She has seen that we are strangers
before this, and why shouldn't she think that you
_ are with us?"
"I don't know why she should thfok anything
like that, since I wrote her that I would let her
know the exact time I would arrive at the railroad station, so her father could meet me and
fetch me over to the ranch. I did write, I should
say, but I came ahead of time, so I might surprise her."
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"Well, you will surprise her ·in about two minutes now, for she is ridin like the wind."
On came the horse at a mad gallop, the gjrl
riding as gracefully as any one \ !p'ls had ever
seen. As she drew nearer he b~c · 1 convinced
that it was no other than his swee.,1eart comingto meet them . .
"Suppose I ride ahehd," he suggested, looking
at our hero.
"All right," \yas the reply, "go ahead. We will
take it along a little easy, so you can ~ave a
good chance to embrace. I reckon I know pretty
well what it is when lovers meet after being parted for a considerable length of time. How about
it, Et?"
·
Arietta blushed and laughed lightly at the
boy's remark, but did not deign to make a reply.
Meanwhile, Wells was letting his broncho g-o at a
brisk canter now, and he rapidly drew ahead of
the rest of the party. He met the girl about a
hundred yards from them, and then the faces of
all hands quickly took on broad smiles. The tenderfoot did just exactly what they all expected he
would. He dismounted, and catching the girl in
his arms, lifted her to the ground, kissing her repeatedly as he did so.
"Well," said Wild, as he reined in his horse
near them, a few seconds later, "I suppose you
both are mighty happy. But it is all right. I
am sorry we were not further behind, so we could
not interrupt you so soon.''
.
• The girl, who was very pretty and of the real
type of an Arizona girl, blushed, but quickly Tecovering herself, answered:
"It's all right, anyhow. Harry has given me a
great surprise, though something told me he was
coming when I saw you all riding toward the
ranch. I got my horse ready right away, and
came out to meet you. I am awfully glad he has
got here, for I feared so,mething might happen
to him before he arrived."
·
"Something came very near happening to me,"
Harry answered, his . face at once taking on a
serious look. "The Gila Giant threatened to kill
me if I did not go back East and let you alone.
He is awfully jealous of you, Nell."
"He jealous of me!" and the girl's eyes snapped.
"Why, the big scoundreH I feel like shooting him
on sight. Tell me just what he said."
"I will do that in a few words," and then while
our friends sat in the saddle waiting for him to
finish, he related his experience after meeting the
Gila Giant and his companions on the cattle
range.
I
"I see the big scoi,mdrel's finish,'' declared Nell
Hooker, shaking- her head in a determined sort of
way. "If dad don't bounce him the minute he
shows up at the ranch I'll do it myself. And
if he don't go in a hurry I'll pump a few lead
pills in his big carcass, see if I don't.
"That's ther way ter talk, gal!" Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, nodding his approval. "I heard say
that you went East ter go to some kind of a
school, but I'll be blamed if you have lost any of
your Western ways by doin' it. You're all right.
You are a yard wide an' all wool, an' I'm mighty
proud ter meet sich a gal."
"Thank you," and the girl nodded to him and
at once assumed a different manner. "I suppose
I got a little excited. But I meant just what r
said, though. But never mind. Come on. We
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will ride up to the house. 1 Mother will be very
much surprised ."
"Perhaps I had better introduce my friends to
you," Vvells said, suddenly.
"Yes, that's so, Harry. I forgot about it myself."
The introduction was soon made, and then Nellie took her place beside Arietta and the two lerl
the way to the house.
Five minutes later Sanford Hooker, the ranchman arriv~d and had been
introduced to his prospective son-in-law and
Young Wild West and his friends, and, like his
wife, he gave them a cordial welcome.

CHAPTER IV.-!fhe Gila Giant Strikes Out
Alone.

1

Young Wild West and his friends had disap~
peared over the ridge before the Gila Giant had
recovered sufficiently to get upon his feet and feel
anything like himself. The last blow he had re_ceived had taken great effect upon him, and big
and powerful as he was, it took some time for it
to wear off. But he knew what he was doing
nearly all the time, and the oaths he swore were
terrible, , while his t:hree companions tried to comfort him.
He walked over to the biggest of the four
horses, and after adjusting his belt he placed his
foot in the stirrup and mounted. Then he turned
to his late companions on the range and said :
"I'm goin' away without gittin' ther money
what's comin' ter me. There's half a month's
pay due me, but I don't want it. I'll git that in
some other way. You kin tell 'em that. Don't
forgit ter tell Hooker that I'm g·oin' ter have his
daughter for my bride, an' if I see Young Wild
West, you kin tell him that I've got a grudge
ag'in him that's ,got ter be paid. That's about
all now until we meet again, boys. When that
happens, look out for you:r:selves."
Then the villain rode away to the north, taking
the trail that followed the river. The three cowboys_ seemed to be somewhat relieved when he
disappeared behind a little patch of timber a mile
distant. They did not regret Hanks going and
after a conference one of them named Barney
was dispatched to the ranch with the news. As
Barney came riding up all eyes were turned upon
him. He brought his horse to a halt and saluted
them by lifting his hat, and then turning to the
ranchman, said:
"I've got somethin' to tell yer, boss. Cinnamon
Hank has quit his job."
"He has, eh?" and Hooker arose quickly to his
feet. "Well, I reckon he knowed what was comin'. Go ahead an' let's hear what you have got
ter sal'• It ain't so very private, is it?"
"No, it ain't nothin' private at all, boss, so I'll
tell yer jest what Hank said afore he left."
Then the cowboy related some threats Hank
made as well as he could remember, not forgetting to tell Young Wild West what the Gila Giant
had said about him. Nell Hooker's face was very
pale when she heard what Cinnamon Hank proposed to do with them. She was a very brave
girl, but the threat seemed to strike terror to her
heart just then.
"Dad," she said, trembling slightly, "tl~e villain

I
must be caught and sent to jail. He's a dangerous man. You know that as well as I do. There
is no telling what he might do."
"Don't you worry, Nell," was the reply. "I
reckon there's enough good people Jivin' in these
parts ter take care of Chinnamon Hank."
''.lVCr. Hooker, I reckon you needn't look for any
outsiders to help you in this business at all," our
hero said, stepping forward . "You know from
what the cowboy just said that I am very much
in this g·arne. The Gila Giant has a grudgP.
against me and he means to pay it, if he can.
Well, then, don't you :rnppose that I am going to
take a hand in the business and prevent him from
' paying the grudge? I reckon we can take care
of Cinnamon Hank all right, and we will start
out this afternoon to look for him. It just suits
us, lV(r. Hooker, for we are never better satisfied
than when we are after real scoundrels. I promise you that inside of twenty-four hours Cinnamon Hank will be placed where he won't harm
any one. I suppose you have a jail somewhere
close by, haven't you?"
"There's one in Slick Holler, which is about
fifteen miles north of here," the ranchman an- swered, shaking his hea'd.
\
"I reckon we won't need no jail, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, smiling grimly. "That
galoot will put a fight, an' he'll fight mighty
hard, too. That means that we'll have to fight
back, an' if I happen ter draw a bead on him
once he'll need an undertaker instead of a jailer."
"That's ther way ter talk, Cheyenne," the
ranchman spoke up, with an approving nod.
"Since Hank has go:he an' made them awful
threats, there's only one good thing ter do ter
him, an' that's ter drop him on sight. I'm putty
good at that game. Jest let me ketch a good
sight of him an' I sartinly will send a bullet as
straight as I kin."
"Since I am the cause of all this trouble, I shall
insist on taking part in the hunt for Cinnamon
Hank," Harry Wells spoke up.
He was very cool, and as the rest looked at him
they could not help but admire the way he was
acting.
.
"I am not much of a horseman, I'll admit," the
tenderfoot went on, shaking his head. "But I
know something about handling a revolver, and I
can shoot very well with a rifle, too. · The law
out here is entirely different from the way we
have it in the East, and I suppose when a man's
life is threatened here in Arizona it is for him
to look for the fellow who makes the threa:t;. It
is 11 case of shooting first, I suppose."
"You have got that pretty nearly right, Wells,"
Wild said, a smile showing on his handsome face.
"There isn't much in the way of law and order
here, that's a fact. But I always make it a rule
to• do things in the easiest way. Now, then, I
will tell you what I am going to do in case I come
face to face with the Gila Giant. I don't intend
to shoot him dea 'i in his tracks at all. I'll do
my best to take him alive. Of course, if he gets - .,
me in a tight place, and there is no other way
out of it, I will have to shoot and shoot to kill.
But in your ,c ase it is a little different. I should
advise you, if you see him first, to send a bullet
straight to the mark, if you can. If you don't
it is quit!_! certain that he will kill you."
"Harry, you are going to stay right here at
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the ranch," the young man's sweetheart said, as
she put her arm around his neck. "You are not
used to roughing it on a cattle range, much less
hunting after such a villain as Cinnamon Hank
is."
"No, Nellie," was the retort. "I would feel
that I was a rank coward if I didn't take part
~ the hunt for the scoundrel who has threatened
to take you from me and force you to become hi~
wife. Don't try to persuade me, for I ·am going
after him even if I have to go alone."
"T)iat's ther way ter talk, Wells," the ranchman spoke up . . "Put your hand there. I think
more of yer for a son-in-law now than I did
afore. You're made out of ther right sort of
stuff, even if yer wasn't brought up in Arizony."
Nell said no more, but the look in her eyes told
that she possessed a fear that something wou\d
happen to her lover. But this was partly allayed
when Young Wild West began tal'kin·g to them
and aqvising what they should do. His plan was
to hunt for the Gila Giant and, if possible, make
him a prisoner. Then Harry Wells could make
the necessary charge against him and he would
be sent to prison, probably. But whe,;n he thought
it over Wild decided that there would be a small
chance of such ~ thing, after all. Cinnamon
Hank was the sort -of man who would hardly
permit himself being taken alive.

CHAPTER V.-On the Trail of the Gila Giant.
"Boys," said Wild, as he strolled toward the
stable with Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, a
few minutes after the cowboy had brought in
the news that Cinnamon Hank had quit the
range, "I reckon we may as well take a ride out
and look for the Gila Giant. The chances are he
will be looking for us, anyhow, for that big
scoundrel will hang about the vicinity of, the
ranch. He's bent on getting hold of the girl,
and the more I think · of it the more I am- convinced that he will make an effort to do so. We
must prevent it, if we can."
"Right yer are, Wild," the scout answered, a
grim smile showing on his face. "I'm jest mighty
anxious ter git after that giant galoot, but he
sartinly is makin' a mistake if he tries ter do
anything alone. I was e-lad ter hear that them
cowboys refused ter stick to him. I don't think
they was a bad lot, anyhow."
"No, I sized them up as being pretty good fellows," Jim Dart spoke up. "But Cinnamon Hank
certainly is a bad one if ever there was a man
that way. One look at his face was enough to
convince me of that.. I imagine that he has
not a spark of pity within him / and that he
would do anything to gain revenge. He says
he has a grudge against you, Wild, and you can
be sure that he will try to pay it."
"Well, he wants to be rather careful how he
tries to pay it, that's all," and the young deadhot nodded in a significant way.
The three entered the stable, and as they did
ao the ranchman and the tenderfoot came running that way.
"Are you going· out now, Young Wild \Vest?"
Wells asked, eagerly.
)
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-" Yes, we thought we would take a ride about
the range."
"I suppose I can go with you, can't I?"
"I see no reason why you can't."
"An' I'm goin', too," declared Hooker, grimly.
"I know who you're goin' ter lookfor, an' I want
ter be on hand. It sorter strikes me 'that ther
big galoot will show up somewhere afore night."
"Mr. Hooker," said Wells, turning to his prospective father-in-law, "have you a horse you can
loan me? The one I rode ·o ver was hire<;!, and I
promised to have him sent back in a day or two."
"Say, Harry," and' the ranchman smiled in a
peculiar sort of way, "don't call me Mr. Hooker.
You know what Nell calls me, don't yer?" .
"Oh, yes, I took notice that she calls you dad."
"Well, you call ine dad, too, then, will yer?"
"If you wish me to."
"I do wish it. Do you know what -I've been
thfukin'? Ther old lady was tellin' me a little
while ago that you an' Nell wanted ter hitch
up in ther course of a week or two, an' she asked
me if I was ·willin'. I told her I didn't care how
so\on it happened, an' since I've spoke about it,
I want ter tell yer right now that I'd like ter have
ther weddin' take place afore Young Wild West
dn' his friends leave ther ranch. What do yer
say if we git ther minister over jest as soon as
we have settled accounts with Cinnamon Hank?"
The tenderfoot blushed a deep red, for he hard~
ly expected to hear such words from the ranchman.
"Well," he said, hesitatingly, "I am sure it
can't occur too quick for me. If Nellie is willing,
and you and her mother are satisfied, I see no
reason to put it off very long. But how long do
you intend to stay here on the ranch, Wild?"
"I reckon we can manage to stay here until
the day after to-morrow," the young deadshot
answered, with a smile. "I think we can have
things fixed so the wedding can go on without
any interruption by that time."
"Good enough!" exclaimed the ranchman, and
then he looked admiringly at the tenderfoot.
"Harry, I think you're all right," he added. "Nell
tells me that you have got a few thousand dollars of your own, an' that you have got a notion
of startin' -in business in .some settlement or
town out this way. That's all right. I'll talk to
yer about business after a while, an' maybe I
kin interest yer in somethin' that I know will
pay yer in ther way ter double your money inside of a couple of years."
"I will be glad to listen to you, dad."
"All right, then. We won't say no more about
it now. We've got ter look for Cinnamon Hank,
who's threatened ter kill yer an' carry· off Nell.
He's got a grudge ag'in Young Wild West, an'
Jrleans •ter put him through a course of sprouts
an' then kill him, too. We'll see about this here
thing, blamed if we don't. That big galoot ain't
goin' ter be allowed ter run at large any longer
than I kin help."
Hooker soon found a horse that just suited
Wells, and after showing him how to put a saddle on in proper shape, he - got his own favorite
horse ready and then led it fr<>m the stable.
Young Wild West and his partners were wa_iting
for them, and when they saw that everything was
all right they quickly swung themselves upon the
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barks of their horses and started off in the direc- was gradually being left behind. The boy waited
tion they had come after leaving the Gila Giant. until there was a distance of probably a hundred
"How far did you say the settlement was from feet between them, and then he loosener! the reins
here, Mr. Hooker?" Wild asked, as he looked at and spoke to the sorrel. It was then that Harry
the ranchmau .
\1•flls gave vent to an exclamation of surprise
"Jest alxmt fifteen miles."
and admiration. The sorrel stallion bounded for"It is quite likely that the Gila Giant went over ward like an arrow from the bow, and almost bethere after he left the three cowboys."
fore it seemed possible for such a thing- to hap"I was thinkin' of that myself. Most likely pen, he was beside the galloping broncho of the _
he'll feel like liquorin' up some afore he starts ranch man.
iP ter git his revenge an' settle his grudge with
"Come on, Mr. Hooker," Wild rnlled out, laughyer."
ingly. "That's a mighty
beast you have
··Suppose we ride over there, then. We can there, but I hardly think he good
can hold his own witli
tr ke the shortest cut so we won't waste any time mine."
about it."
was somewhat surprised, but he took
"Jest as you say, Young Wild West. All's it Hooker
just the same. He did his best
we've got ter do is to foller ther trail that runs to goodnaturedly
his steed to a faster pace, but the sorrel
along close to ther ri,er bank. But say! that's wasurge
gradually leaving him, and when he finally
a mighty fine horse you have got there."
I the ' big rock, Wild was at a halt, and
"Almost every one I meet tells me that," and reache
the boy patted the _glossy neck of the sorrel, calmly sitting- in the saddle.
"Mr. Hooker, I only beat you by a couple of
sho~ing how fond he was of him.
"I'll bet he kin git over ther ground mighty .hundred feet," he said, with a smile. "I'll admit
that I could have made it more than that. You
fast when he takes a notion."
"The truth is that I have never yet come across see. you were right when you figured out that
Spitfire was a mighty fast bea1,t. That don't
a horse that can keep up with him."
"I don't doubt yer in ther least. He's an easy mean that you haven't got a j!"ood horse, though.
"No, I know it don't. But that sorrel is sartrider, too, I'll bet."
inly a wonder. Well, it's all right. Wild. That's
"Oh, yes, Spitfire take,; me alon_g nicely."
"Ar' of comre i here ain't no one as kin beat ther kind of a ·horse for a boy like you. to have.
You kin do wonderful things, an' ther sorrel kin
you ridin', either."
carry yer along an' help yer do 'em, I s'pose."
"I don't know about that."
"Well, I do, though I ain't never seen yer do
"Yes, I don't know what I should do if I didn't
any of it. I've _got a putty _good nag he1·e, which have Spitfire. He's almost human in his intell wouldn't take five hundred dollars for, .though ligence •sometimes, and many a time has he carof course he ain't worth that money. But he kin ried me safely through the _greatest of danger."
- _git up a putty good _gait, so jest for ther fun
Our hero's partners and the tenderfoot soon
of it, I'll race yer to that big rock that·s close to came up, and the latter took considerable time to
ther river down there."
express his admiration at the wonderful speed
"All right, come on, Mr. Hooker."
the sorrel sta1lio'1 had shown. They rode. along
Without any delay the two at once started at an easy pace after that, and in due time they
away at a gallop, the rest following more leisure- came to the little settlement, where there was
ly. It did not take Wild more than ten seconds the ·\lsual general store and tavern, not forgetto learn that the horse the ranchma:i rode was a ting the blacksmith shop always to be found in
very swift animal. But he felt confident that such places. Wild rode up to the tavern the
Spitfire could easily win the race. The big stone · rest following him. There was only one m~n to
referred to was not more than a mile distance, be seen there besides the proprietor, who was
and holding the reins tightly, the young dead- sitting in a big arm-chair, fanning himself.
shot permitted Hooker to get abreast of him.
"Hello, boss." the Young deadshot called out,
Both horses seemed to be _going at full speed, as he dismounted. "Have you seen anything of
and the tenderfoot, elated at the spirited sight, the Gib Giant around here?"
urged them on. Before a quarter of a mile had
"W:hy-er-yes!" the_ man exclaimed, leaping
been covered, Wild knew that the ranchman's to . his feet and lookmg somewhat surprised.
horse was about .doing- its best. He had not yet "Crnnamon Hank was here about half an hour
fet Spitfire out, and he continued to ride at about ago. He stocked up with half a gallon of cornthe same pace. Half a mile from the big rock juice, an' then rode off for ther Nobb Trail. He
Hooker suddenly urged his mount forward, and was in an awful bad humor, too, an' he didn't pay
then the spirited broncho quickly left the sorrel me for ther whisky. But I didn't want no trouover a length behind . Ilut even then Wild di<l ble with him, so I let him go. What's ther matnot try to catch up with him, though he had ter with him, anyhow, Sanford?"
some difficulty in holding· Spitfire in.
The question was asked of the ranchman, who
"Come on, Young Wild West," the ranchman promptly answered:
shouted, for he no doubt thought that he was get.
"Well, ther sneakin' galoot has quit me. It
ting the best of the boy. "You have got a was a good thing he done it, too, 'cause I wai,
mighty fine stallion there, but I reckon this nag ready ter discharge him. He didn't say nothin'
of mine ain't ther one ter let any grass grow about it, did he?"
under his feet."
"Not a word, an' I didll't ask him no questions,
"All right, Mr. Hooker," was the reply. "I'll 'cause I seen he was in a mighty bad humor. He
be the:r:e when you arrive."
sorter looked as though he had been in a scrim"Yer will, eh? Well, come on."
mage."
The broncho was going like mad now, and Wild
"Well, I reckon he was in one this mornin'. He
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had a fight with Young Wild West an' got
licked."
"Young Wild West!" · and the tavern-keeper
looked from one to the other of the ranchman's
companions.
.
"There he is, right here."
·
"What! Ther Gila Giant g-ot licked by a boy!"
"That's what he did, an he got licked good,
f;rom what I heard. I wasn't there ter see it, but
tbese fellers was."
.
"Well, never mind about that," Wild said, with
a smile. "He wanted to fight, so I simply had to
fight him, that's all. It happened- that I was a
little too quick for him, and k ept him from catching hold of me. If I had let him get his big fist
on me I suppose he would have made short work
of me. But I didn't do it. · I hit him two or three
times and put him to sleep."
"Well, I do declare!" exclaimed the tavernkeeper.
The ranchman then Jed the _way inside, and
ordered drinks and cigars for the party. Charlie
was the only one who would join him in taking
anything strong, and this not only surprised
Hooker, but the tavern-keeper as well. After
sting their horses for a while they all went outside and mounted again.
"Now, then," said Young Wild \Vest, as he
turned in the direction the tavern-keeper had told
them the Gila Giant had taken, "we'll take the
trail of Cinnamon Hank. I have an idea that he
has headed this way with the intention of turning back toward the ranch. Probably he may
have some friends that he wants to see before
he undertakes to pay the grudge he owes me."
"I'spose there's lots of men scattered around
that he could git ter g·o in with him, if he .-could
make 'em believe there was anything in it," the
ranchman admitted. "There's no end ter bad
galoots swarming around through ther country.
It seems ter me that it's mighty hard ter git hold
of an honest man wherl y ou want ter hire one. r
always thought that Hank was putty honest, but
I did know that there wasn't much principle ter
him, an' that he was a putty bad man when he
got started."
"He has made a pretty bad break by the way
~ has acted," Wells declared, shaking his head.
"He wants to kill me so he can &teal Nelli~, and
make her his wife, so he says. And he wants to
!kill Young Wild West just because he was
thrashed by him. Well, such a man ought to be
in jail, that's sure."
"But ther Gila Giant won't never git in no
iail/' said Cheyenne Charlie, smiling- grimly.
tsomethin' seems ter tell me that, Wells. A
bullet will git him afore he's many hours older,
an' you kin bet all you're worth on it."
Wild and the . ranchman were riding in advance,
and when they had covered a little over a mile
and had left the settlement out of •sight beyond
a ridge,-the sharp eyes of the young deadshot
saw fresh hoofprints leading sharply to the left.
"I i-eckon he went this way, Mr. Hooker," the
boy said, as he turned his horse sharply arnd left
Hie trail.
"It sorter looks that way," was the reply.
"Well, he must have been headin' for ther hill
over there, then."
The hill referred to was a vast upheave1 of
the earth, and seemed to abound in nothing but
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broken rocks of all sorts of shapes. H ere and
there some prickly vegetation showed, but for
the most part it was · bare. It lay about two
miles to the south and almost in a direct line with
the ranch. To the left of it a tributary of the
river flowed, and this was lined on either side by
trees that greatly resembled willows. Young
Wild West sized µp -the place and came to the
conclusion that it was more than likely that the
Gila Giant had gone there for a hiding place. ·
Bent on finding him as soon as possible, he rode
swiftly for the spot, tne rest· following. A,s they
reached the foot of the hill and turned toward
the little stream, the young deadshot suddenly
came in sight of three men standing near their
horses a couple of hundred yards distant. Ht!
reined in the sorrel stallion quickly and exclaimed:
,
"Hold on a minute! I see three men ahead. I
reckon we'll go a little slow. Maybe they know
something about Cinnamon Hank, and we can
learn more by listening to what they a~e talking
about than if we rode right up and questioned
them."

-

CHAPTE'R VI.-Cinnamon Hank Finds Help.
After leaving the three cowboys, Cinnamon
Hank did not get in any better humor. The
man's love for the ranchman's daughter might
have been real, and if it had been retu.rned it
cannot be said that he would not have been a
better man. But since he found that he had no
chance of winning _Nell Hooker, all the bad within him had risen to the top, and he was now nothing more than an uncompromising scoundrel. He
had _always been a bully, and beini; vindictive
whatever good was in him could easily be crowded to the bottom. The giant rode on, scowling
occasionally as a dark thought flitted through hia
mind, and at length he .reached Slick Hollow. It
was not long that he tarried here, and after stocking up with whisky, which he refused to pay for,
the landlord of the ta~rn had told our friends
later, he set out and soon l€ft the settlement
behind him. But Cinnamon Hank had a destination in view.
He knew where he would be apt to pick up a
few men who would be glad enough to follow his
leadership if he could make them believe they
would profit by it. These same men had always
feared him, for they were rustlers, or common
cattle thieve.s, and the giant had more than once
frightened them away as they were almost in the
act of stealing some of Sanford Hooker's stock.
Hank knew about where these men had their
headquarters, so he left the trail after a while
and turned to the south, riding toward the same
bill our friends had approached later on. TheGila Giant let his horse go at a lope. It was a
rather big broncho he had chosen for his mount,
for he was heavy and thought it necessary. The
horse was his own, too, so he seemed to take a satisfaction in the thought that it could not be said
that he had quit the Two-Star Ranch with a stolen
nag. Lu'ck was . with him, it seemed, for as he
neared the big heap of rocky matter that formed
the hill he came in sight of a horseman, who appeared so suddenly that the big -,il!ain knew he
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must have come out of a cave or some other
opening- "in the steep side of the hill. Being but
a hundred feet from him at the time, it was easy
for him to recognize the fellow as Jack Helt, th~
leader of the rustlers.
'"Hello, Jack!" he called out, in a very friendly
way. "Wait a minute. I've got somethin' ter
·
say to you."
"What do yer want' Cinnamon Hank?" the man
asked, uneasily, as he reined in his horse and allowed his hand to drop toward the gun at his
side.
"Don't be afraid. I ain't after yer for anything you have dor.e. The fact is, I want yer to
join in with me an' make a good haul. I've quit
ther Two-Star Ranch, an' I'm on ther war-path.
I've got a grudge that's got ter be paid, an' I'm
l!Oin' ter git married inside of forty-eight hours.
. I want you an' your pards ter help me out."
The rustler leader looked at him in amazement.
He took his hand away from the gun and rubbed
his eyes as though he was not, sure that he was
awake.
"\,, hat are yer tryin' to tell me, Hank?" he
asked , as the Gila Giant rode up and dismounted.
''Yer heard what I said, didn't yer, ""Jack?"
"Yes, I heard what yer said . But what's made
yer take sich a change as all this?"
I s'pose I may as Wlc!ll tell yer, an' it won't
take many words ter do it. You have always
thouvht I've been a mighty straight man, I
s'pose."
·· n,1'r<! always acted that way-too blamed
.
straight."
"I've been straight sinte I've been workin' for
Sanford Hooker. But I'll tell yer what made me
that way. His daughter done ther whole thing.
When I first come in here, though the was a
mite too young to think of .marryin', I fell in love
with her, an' I've been lovin' her ever since, an'
that's what's made me straight. But since I've
found that I don·t stand no chance of gittin' her
in a fair an' square way, an' that sbe's goin' ter
marry & tenderfoot from ther East, I've gone
back to what I was afore, an' maybe a little
worse."
"Go on," said Jack Helt, as the giant paused
and glared around him as though he was looking
for some one to shoot at for satisfaction. "That
sovnds intertestin' like, blamed if it don't, Hank."
The big scoundrel gave a nod, and then proceeded to relate what had happened that morning,
He did not try to cover the fact that he had been
soundly thrashed by a mere boy, but seemed to
glory in the thought that he would soon be able
to have his revenge. It seemed that the rustler
leader had heard of Young Wild West and his
partners before, for when the name of the young
dcadshot was mentioned he paled slightly and
shrugged his shoulders. He was very uneasy
when Cinamon Hank had finished his story, and
shaking his head, as though he did not know
exactly what to think about it, he said:
"It sorter seems to me as though it's goin' ter
be a bad piece of business, Hank."
"What makes yer think that, Jack?" the giant
asked, while a sneering smile played abqut his
!ips.
"Young Wild West is a putty tough customer
ter tackle, ain't he?"
"Yes, maybe if it's in a face-ter-face fight. But

that ain't ther way we're goin' ter work this
.
thing."
"Tell me how yer want it worked. I reckon me
an' my boys will accommodate yer. "We've been
in mighty hard luck for ther last month, an' jest
about now our cash is so limited that we couldn't
scrape up enough ter buy a gallon of whisky. I
jest left our hang-out ter take a ride around an'
see if there was a chance ter git hold of anything. You sorter took me by surprise, an', of
course, I thought you had missed some cattle an'
was huntin' me up ter lay it ter me. But we
ain't stole no cattle lately, Hank."
"None from ther Two-Star, I'm sartin," the
giant declared. "I seen to that, jest 'cause I've
been hopin' that Nell Hooker would take me for
a husband. But that's all off now, as far as her
<loin' it of her own free-will. But I'm goin' ter
have her, jest ther same. I'm goin' ter have her
if I die ther next minute for it. That's ther kind
of a man I am, Jack Helt."
The giant drew his bulky form to its full height
and threw out his chest, while his companion
looked at him in admiration.
"You're sartinly a real man, Hank," was the
declaration. "My! but I reckon you could grab
a bull by ther horns an' chuck him as easy as if
he was a baby calf."
"Well, ' I've done sich things in my clay, but it
seems that a boy give me a blamed good lickin'
this mornin'. But that was 'cause I couldn't git
my hands on him, Jack. Jest wait till ther time
comes. I don't want ter shoot ther kid on sight,
'cause I want ter give him sich a maulin' that
there won't be a whole bone left in his body,
After that's done I'JJ take pleasure in finishin'
him in some way or other. Now, then, if you're
a mind to, you kin .take me in your hidin'-place
an' we'll talk it over with your men. We may as
well go it 'whole hog or none,' 'cause I'm bound
ter steal Nell Hooker . . Young Wild West's
friends is there, too. There's two young gals an'
a young woman what's married. If you or your
men feel as though you want ter git married,
why, you're welcome ter take 'em. But I want
Nell. Then while we're at it we may as well
clean out ther ranch. Hooker sartinly keeps a
lot of money in ther house. ' We want that, of
course, an' we'll want some provisions, too. We'll
go an' make a raid · an' fetch ther gals an' ther
stuff we take right here. Then one of your men
will have ter go _an' git a minister in a hurry.
There's ope at Slick Holler, yer know, an' I
reckon he could be made ter come here if a twenty-dollar gold-piece was flashed in his face. He
ain't been doin' much lately, I reckon, 'cause there
ain't been no one dyin' around here for him ter
pick up somethin' from a funeral, an' blamed if
I kr.ow how long it's been since a couple has been
hitched up. He preaches away in ther schoolhouse an' takes what he kin git, which ain't
much. Ther rest of ther time he saws wood an'
does odd jobs . That minister will be mighty
glad ter come an' hitch us up."
"I'll tell y~·, Hank," and the leader of the
rustlers shoo his head, "as far a s interferin'
with any of ther gals is concerned, you kin count
i:n,e out. But when it comes ter makin' ther raid
on ther ranch an' gittin' hold of some money an'
somethin' in ther way of eatables, I'm with yer.
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I'll help yer git Hooker's daughter, but ther . dough-balls that was bakea. ther day afore yisterday. We've been wonderin' how we was goin'
others mustn't be touched."
"Jest as you say, Jack. But how is it that you ter git a new stock of provisions, but since you
have come along an' showed us how easy it will
don't take to ther wearers of calico?"
"I think too much of my mother for that. I'll be ter do it, I reckon we all feel a litt~ better."
"Well, I'H take a bite,·'cause maybe it will make
tell yer, Hank. My father was no good. He quit
my mother when I was only a little kid, an' I me feel more like workin' hard this afternoon.
growed up an' seen how hard she had ter fight I've made up my mind ter go to ther Two-Star
her way through ther world. I always made up Ranch· afore sunset. I know as well as I know
my mind that I would never do a _thing that would anything that. Young Wild West an' his ·parcls
harm a gal or a woman. But since .you're goin' will be out lookin' for me, 'cause it are most
ter marry Hooker's daughter as soon as you git likely that ther· three galoots I left after givin'
'em a chance ter stick to me will let ther ranchher, I'll help yer, as I . jest said."
"All right, then. Take me into your cave. I man know I've quit. Of course. they know what
I'm likely ter be up ter, 'cause I told ther tenders'pose it's right here?"
"Yes, it's right here, but not where you're foot that I was goin' ter steal his gal from him
an' marry her, an' Young Wild West sartinly
point;in'."
"How's that?" and Cinnamon Hank left his kJ"!ows _that I'll be on ther watch ter git square
horse _standing and started to a cleft in the with him. Oh, they'll be out lookin' for me an'
while they're doin' that I'll go over to ther r~nch
rocks.
The rustler laughed lightly wh-en he saw his '.'1n' git -~he:r gal.- What I want you to do, Jack,
companion staring blankly at the solid wall just 1s ter pick out _ther best man you have got an'
·
ther two of yer go with me."
.
inside the cleft.
"All right, Hank. But how about ther money
"Here's ther way, Hank," he said, a moment
- later, and he stepped a few feet to the right and we find in ther house?"
pushed upon a door that was almost completely . ::we'll divide it equally."
Good enougb! That jest suits me. Well,
concealed from view by: a mass of overhanging
vines. "You may as well lead your horse right here's Dick. I reckon he'll be ther one ter go
on in, 'cause the1· chances are we'll stay there for with us."
;,yo~ kin bet ;:our life I'm wi!lin' ter go, Jack/'
a while. We've got ter talk this thing over an'
let ther boys understand jest what's ter be done." a Vlllamous-lookm g fellow with a cast in his left
_'J'he Gila Giant gave a nod, though he was not eye spoke up, as he came forward eagerly.
Cinna'.'Ilon H'.'1nk gave a nod of approval, and
a little surprised at the clever door that concealed
the mouth of the cave. He took his horse by the then waited until one of the rustlers brought him
flridle and then followed Jack Helt inside; Some something to eat. He showed that he had a very
sort of a spring caused the door to soon shut, good ap~e~ite in spite of the rather poor fare he
and there it stayed. Light was admitted from was recetvJng. There was no coffee so he washed
somewhere, so they could easily see their way, it down with water that trickled do'wn one corner
and as they turned an angle of rock they came of the cave.
"Now, th~n,'.' he_ said, as he rolled a cigarette
to a broad cave that had a big openin.e; at one
end, which oyerlooked a deep, natural shaft that and placed 1t m his mouth, '!I reckon we may as
ran down for many feet. Four men were stand- well start., out straight for the Two-Star Ranch.
ing there, the picture of surprise, for they all Of course, we've got ter keep our eyes open so
that Young Wild West don't .git sight of us. But
recognized the giant form of Cinnamon Hank.
"Boys," said •Jack Helt, smiling at them, "we've I think we kin manage that all right by gittin'
got a new recruit. There Gi'la Giant has quit over to ther other side of ther river an' keepin'
bein' honest an' has joined with us tei do a little behind ther trees an' ther long ridge that's jest
business. He's goin' ter give us a chance this this side of ther house."
"Yes, that will be all right, unless they happen
very day ter git hold of some money an' a lot of
grub. Jest set down an' take it easy, an' I'll tell ter be over there," Jack answered.
They were not long in getting their horses
yer all about it."
Jack and the
"What Jack says is true, boys," Cinnamon ready, and then Cinnamo,1 Hank,
after the leader
Hank declared, as he squatted upon an empty man ca-11ed Dick left t)1e cave,there
to be on the
box and proceeded to roll a cigarette. "Jest had cautioned the three he left
listen ter what he says. I'll let him git through, lookout for danger.
an' then I'll have somethin' more ter say."
The leader of the rustlers started in and told
them all that the giant had related. The longer
CHAPTER VII.-Arietta's Brave Fight.
they listened the easier they became, and when
Jack w:as through the four men gave nods of
In spite of the fact. that the Gila Giant had
satisfaction. Then Hank started in and told them
the same story over again, changing it here and threatened to ki11 her lover and carry her away
to force her to become his wife, Nell Hooker got
there a little as he thought it necessary.
"Had anything ter eat, Hank?" Jack asked, in a merry mood that afternoon at the ranch for
after the new recruit had been there for about Arie~ta, Anna ll,nd Eloise were so full of life' and
happmess that she forgot her fears for the time
fifteen minutes.
"Not since this mornin', early," was the reply . . being. She showed them all about the place, and
"But that don't make no difference. I kin wait, when they" had looked the sto,,1,- n•Mr ,rnd picked
all the flowers they cared to, Nell suggested that
so don't bother a out gittin' anything for, me."
"It wouldn't take long ter git 1·eady what. we've they take a canter for a few miles.
"We don't have to go out of sight of the house,''
aot. We've got an end of a ham here .an' some
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she said. "Maybe it wouldn't do for us to gb
very far, anyhow, Cinnamon Hank might be lying
around in wait."
"I am ~oing to take my rifle, anyhow," Arietta
declared. "Then if . the Gila Giant,. or any one
else, interferes with us he will have to take what
is coming; to him. I think we will be able to take
care of ourselves, for we need not go close to any
place that might conceal enemies."
Nell ran to the house and tofd he1· mother what
they were going to do, and when Mrs. Hooker
found that the girls wern going to be armed she
declared that if they kept within sight of the
house there would hardly be any danger. Til.e
result was that a few minutes later the four
girls mounted their horses and rode over the level
stretch of range to the north. The winding river
showing· up in the sunlight attracted the attention of Arietta.
"That is rather a beautiful stream," .she said,
nodding to the ranchman's 'daughter. "It .is not
often that you see •a fine .stream of ,water in this
part of the country. Most of the kind we see are
so nearly dry, and with no vegetation near- them,
that they are more repulsive than otherwise, unless one happens to be very thirsty." .
"Right here the Gila· is very fine," Nell answered. . "It never dries up, for it seemi;; that
the snow from the mountains away back there
keeps melting· and feeds it. It runs right on until
it reaches the mouth of the Colorado, and then
empties into the Gulf, as you girls probably
know."
"Yes, we know all about that," Anna spoke up,
"for we have been there."
"You have?" and Nell looked surprised. "Well,
I have never been as far as Huma yet, though I
have been to New York and Boston."
"That is a long distance to go," Arietta declared. "I have liardly been east of the Mississippi in my whole life."
,.
"But some day she is going East on a wedding
trip," the scout's wife declared, a twinkle in her
eyes.
"Nonsense, Anna!" Arietta exclaimed, blushingly. "I am too young to think of any such
thing as that yet. I wouldn't think of getting
married until I was past twenty. ·Anyhow, ·wud
is nothing but a boy yet."
"He will be a man before very long," Nell said,
mischievously. "I think he is very much of a
man, anyhow, for any one who can do the things
that he does certainly ought to be called a man."
"But it is the age that counts, after all" Young
Wild West's sweetheart declared.
'
While they were talking they found themselves
heading toward the river at a distance of about
a mile from: the house· and other buildings. In a
few minutes they came to a halt upon a level
spot along the bank. Arietta promptly dismounted and stepped close to the edge to look into the
water, which was six or seven feet below. The
stream flowed rather sluggishly there and the
width of the 1·iver was probably twd hundred
feet.
"It looks as though there's a ford right below
there," she said, pointing it out to her com~
panions.
"Yes there's where you could ride across with-

out wetting your feet if you chose to do so,"
Nell answered, with a nod of her head.
Then they all looked across to the · other side
where there was quite a clump of trees and a
high projection of rock. They remained standing there for a space of five ·minutes, and then, <
just as they were about to go to their horses
, to mount and ride away again, three horsemen
suddenly came from behind the clump. of trees
at the other side of the river and rode directly
into the shallow water at the ford. A startled
cry left the lips of Nell Hooker for she recognized one of them as Cinnamon Hank.
"We must get away-quick!" she gasped as
she started for her horse.
'
Arietta•~ rifle was hanging over het' shou_lder,
and as quick as a :flash she unslung it and -placed
the butt to her_ shoulder.
. "I'll" stop them," she answered, her ey~s flashmg. The rest of you mount and hold mv horse
by tlie bridle."
.
1:hen the ~irl_ ran further along the bank, and
facmg the v1llamous horsemen, she exclaimed:
"Go back or I will shoot."
The Gila Giant came right on but the other 1l
two remained in their saddles i~ the middle of
the stream. Crang! Arietta fired and a lock
of hair :flew from the side of Cinn;mon Hank's
head. He uttered a cry, and immediately brought
his horse to a halt.
"Turn back, or I'll shoot again, and if I do
t~e bul~et will go through your heart," the brave
girl cned.
.
The three scoundrels had been riding along
. the other. side of the river and had seen the girls
approachmg. Elated at having such an easv
chance to get possession of the ranchman's <laugh·~
ter, Hank had led the way to the clump of trees
and then waited. He really thought there would
be hardly any trouble about it at all when he
st~rted to l¥d the way over t!'le river. But
thmgs had not turned out exactly as he thought
they would, and now he was at a halt in the
center of the stream, his horse standing in the
water nearly to the belly. The bullet that had
removed the lock of. hair so . suddenly had ju»t
about grazed the skin, and 1t smarted Aim so
that he actually thought at first that he was
badly wounded. But finding little or no blood
there, he quic~ly recovered himself, and looking
squarely at Anetta, he shouted:
. ''.G,al! we don't want you, ,so if you feel like
hvm , Jest drop that g,in an' l?it away."
"I'll drop you if you attempt ·to come across,''
came the reply.
The rifle was p~inted square at the giant, and
he ~egan to realize that he · was in a sort of
predicament.
"Shoot her! shoot her!" he called out excitedly
turning to his two companions.
'
Jack Holt shook his head, but the fellow callee!
Dick quickly raised his revolver and fired a shoi;
no ~oubt with the intention of hitting the girl'. _
As 1t was, the bullet went so close to her ear ·
that she heard it sing, and then, ~thout anv
hesitation, she turned her rifle toward the mai1
who had been cowardly enough to fire the shot,
and pulled _the trigger. CtaQg' ! As the report
rang .out Dick g~ve a gaspmg er~- and, throwing
up his arms, slipped from his horse and went
floating down the sluggish stream. The inat&ld
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she unhorsed the man, Arietta turned her rifle
The villain spoke in such a commanding way
again toward the Gila Giant.
that Arietta at once ceased here exertions and
But the scoundrel was desperate now, and turn- sat up looking at him.
ing his horse a little to the left he took the deep
. "Mind, now," Jack said, as he dismounted, "I
water and then caused the animal to swim for don't want ter harm a hair in your head if I kin
the shore, a hundred feet below. Bent upon help- help it. I jest told yer that I was sorry I had ter
ing the giant out, and enraged at having lost one jerk yer to ther ground like that, but I wasn't
of his pards, Jack Helt called out:
goin' ter see ver shoot Cinnamon Hank, that's
"Gal, I don't want ter hurt yer, but if you all. Now, then, you jest keep right still an'
don't stand right where you are I'll shoot. You everything will be a,11 right with yer."
can't run away an' keep me covered, too, so jest
"You will suffer for this," she retorted, her
look out how yer act."
eyes flashing.
Arietta was puzzled. .She knew that what the
"Maybe I will, an' maybe I won't. But it's.
man said was true. If she started to intercept all right, anyhow."
Cinnamon Hank he would surely have a chance
Then he stepped up to her, and in spite of her
to shoot her, and since one of them had tried struggles, secured th"e weapons she had in her
to do it, it was reasonable to think that this belt.
one would not hestiate to drop her with a bullet.
"There yer are, gal," he said, stepping back.
She stood for a moment undecided. and then "Now, then, ~er kin git up. "There's your horse
suddenly stepped back. Much to her surprise, the standin' right over there. I'm mighty glad he
girls were still there, waiting for her.
tricked yer that way, 'cause if he hadn't thar
"Ride on!" she exclaimed, as she ran for her sartinly would have -been trouble. · Most likely
horse. "I was compelled to shoot one of the you would have plugged Cinnamon Hank with a
scoundrels, but Cinnamon Hank is crossing the bullet."
river."
"That is surely what I would have done, you
Nell Hooker gave a startled cry, and then villain!" the girl retorted, angrily.
turned and rode in the direction of the ranch,
"Well, you shot a good pard of mine, an' I
followed by Anna and Eloise. As Arietta mount- think you oughter be satisfied that I'm a putty
ed and started her horse forward one of the -square rustler ter let yer off after doin' it. Now,
animal's forelegs landed in a gopher-hole and then, git your horse an' light out. I'll take care
caused it to stumble, throwing the girl completely of your weapons."
over its head. This was rather unfortunate, even
Arietta realized that there was no other way
though Arietta was not hurt much. Still she was out of it, so she at once started for her horse.
a little bit dazed, and by the time she got up The animal waited for her this time and, mountand caught her horse tbe three girls were a hun- ing, she turned and rode swiftly after Cinnamon
dred yards away. Her rifle had fallen to_ the Hank, who was now so close to the girls that it
g·round, so it was necessary to pick it up, which seemed impossible that Nell could escape. Jack
she quickly did. But just then the horse became Helt followed the girl, and -before he had covered
frightened and started off of its own accord.
the distance of a quarter of a mile he saw CinThis was rather an unusual thing for the ani- namon Hank throw his lariat and catch the ranchmal to do, since it was well broken. Arietta man's daughter. Then the big villain fired a
started after the horse, calling to it coaxingly. couple of shots with his revolver, and the other
But the steed trotted on, just fast enough to keep two girls galloped off.
her from catching it. Meanwhile, Cinnamon Hank
"Well," he muttered, "l reckon Hank has got
had succeeded in reaching the 'bank, and as Ari- his gal, but we ain't got ther money an' other
etta turned and looked over her shoulder she saw things we come- after yet. It sorter seems ter
the villain galloping swiftly after the three girls. me that I made a fool of myself in goin' in with
The brave girl's eyes flashed as she came to a ther Gila Giant in this game. There ain't no
~~
.
use of goin' ter ther ranch ter maK'e a raid now,
"l will have to shoot the scoundrel, and that's so I'll wait for Hank, an' then go back with him
all there is to it!" she exclaimed.
an' see what he's goin' ter do. · You kin bet that
She was standing near a "fringe of trees and he won't hurt a hair in that gal's head, though,
brush at the time, and as she raised the weapon an' that's all there is to that."
to her shoulder to take aim at the Gila Giant, a
horseman suddenly burst into view and a rope
circled her. A quick jerk, and she felt to the
ground, the rifle flying from her hands. It was CHAPTER VIII.-Cinnamon Hank Is Driven To
Jack Helt who had so neatly performed this trick,
Desperation.
and as he reined in his horse and kept a tight
hold upon the lariat that had caught the girl, he
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were not long
called out, sarcastically:
in catching sight of the three men Wild had
"Well, gal, you're sartinly ther greatest piece spotted. Then Sanford Hooker and Harry Wells
of female stuff I've ever seen. But I couldn't let crept over to where the three were standing
yer kill Cinnamon Hank like that. He's after after having dismounted, and took a look.
Nell Hooker an' he ge's goin' ter git her, so you
"Do you know those fellows, Mr. Hooker?" Wild
may as well make up your mind ter take it easy, asked, in a low tone of voice, as he nodded
to
'cause I don't mean ter harm a hair of your head. the ranchman.
an' I'm sorry I had ter do what I jest done."
"I reckon I do, Wild," was the reply. "They
"You scoundrel, you!" Arietta said, as she belong to a no-good gang that's hangin' around
tygged at the rope to free herself of it.
these parts a whole lot. Folks suspicion 'em as
. "Hold on, gal! Stop that!"
bein' rustlers. I've seen all of 'em afore. but I
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aint' been bothered bv anv catle thieves in quite
some little time, so I can't say that they ever
done anything ter me."
"But you are satisfied that they are no good,
then?"
"Yes. I wouldn't have one of 'em workin' for
me not if he was ter w·ork for nothin'."
"All right. Now, then, since Cinnamon Hank
.::ame this way, it seems to me that he must have
been looking for these fellows. That means that
p1·obably he's around somewhere. But, as I said
before, the best way to find out is for me to sneak
up close to them and hear what they are talking
about. If we were fo take them by surprise and
ask them about the Gila Giant the chances are
they wouldn't tell us anything if they knew. You
all wait right here and I will soon jind out something."
"Go ahead, Wild," .the scout ooserved, as a
grim smile showed upon his face. "Them galoots
acts as though they're waitin' for somebody. But
I'm mighty sartin it ain't you."
The y_oung deadshot slipped away through the
bushes and behind the rocks and was soon lost
to view. He kept right on, movng· with the
utmost caution, for he did not want to make a
sound that would attract the attention of the
three ,he was approaching. But it was easy for
the boy to' do this, since he was used to that sort
of thing, having very often crept up close to a
camp of hostile Indians and spied upon them. He
continued on until he came to a big rock that was
right near where the three men were standing.
Their horses were close by, and the boy took
note of the fact that they were looking down
the stream that flowed on its way to the river a
mile or two distant.
Wild did not stop until he had reached a point
that was almost directly over their heads. Then
he settled down quietly behind the rocks, and
taking off his hat, peered over. If he had so
desired, he could have reached down ·.a nd touched
either of them with his rifle. But that was not
his idea just then, so he drew back his head and
listened. They were talking about the big time
they intended to have in the settlement called
Slick Hollow, but did not mention just when it
was to happen. Finally one of them shrugged
his shoulders'; and looked at his two companions,
said:
"S'pose they don't make out all right. What
then?"
_,.,
"Well, we can't help it if they don't," was the
.reply from another. · "Ter tell ther truth, I don't
take an awful lot of stock in this business, anyhow. It sorter seems ter me that Cinnamon Hank
won't care whether they git hold of ther money
or not, so long as he gits ther gal. That's what
he's after. I listened ter him putty good when
he was tellin' his story, an' I could understand
easy enqugh that his whole heart was set on
gittjn' hold of Nell Hooker. Ther big galoot i's
dead in love with ther gal, an' even after she's
refused ter have anything ter do with him 'he
wants her, an' means ter have her. I'll bet there'il
be a hot old time afore he makes her agr'e e ter
marry him."
"What difference will that make whether she
agrees' or not?" the third man spoke up, with
a gl'in. "If we git a parson over here he'll sartinl:1 have ter go ahead an' make 'em man an'

wife. If he don't he'll 11:it shot. I reclion he
would rather do ther marryin' job than, have that
ter happen ter him."
"Yer don't s'pose Jack would have ther parson
come to ther cave. do ver?" the first speaker
\asked,
,,
~' "No," was the retort. "Most likely ther cere,m ony will be performed somewhere among ther
rocks around here. This would sorter be a nice
place, in my way of thinkin'."
Wild listened with no little interest, for it
dawned upon him that Cinnamon Hank had started off to get possession of the girl he wanted
for his wife. But he decided to liste'{1 further,
so he kept his ears open and waited.
·
"If they've made out all right they' oughter
show up putty soon," ventured the shortest man
of the trio, as he took a look toward 'the south.
"Most likely Jack will want ter come back by
ther shortest cut, an' that means they'll show up
along ther creek down there."
"Its a good ten-mile ride from here to ther
Two-Star," one of the others observed, as he
shaded his eyes with his hand and took a look, .
"We won't see 'em in half an hou~· yet, or maybe
more."
"I'm might)' glad Jack didn't pick me out ter
go along with him an' Cimmamon Hank," the
short man declared.
" reckon I am, too."
.
"So am I," declared the third. "Thre of 'eih
is enough, anyhow. They won't find no one but
ther old lady an' them 1?als there. 'cause most
of ther cowboys will be awav on ther range. They
oughter have an easy time of raidin' ther house."
That was all Wild wanted to hear just then
so he quietly slipped off, and moving around until
he came in sight of his waiting companions he
~eckoned for them to come on. Cheyenne Charhe led the way, closely followed by Jim Dart
while the ranchman and the tenderfoot kept ~
little in the rear. In a very short time the young
deadshot was joined by his two partners. With/ out saying a word he beckoned for them to come
on, and then he stepped down softly and moved
around the rock.
The three rustlers did · not see him until he
was within ten feet of them. Then · as they
turned their heads and found themselves confronted by the brace of revolvers in the hands of
the boy, they started violently and moved toward
their horses.
"Hold on!" came the ringing command. "Stop
right where you are, or lead will fly. We want
you, and we would · rather take you alive than
dead. Hold up your hands!"
"Be mighty quick about it, too!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie, as he sprang forward and stopped
within a · couple of feet of them, his revolver
pointed at the breast of the short man."
Up went the hands of the three, though it
seemed to be in a mechanical sort of way, for no
doubt they were so disappointed that they hardly
knew what they were doing. Jim Dart did not
hate to be told what to do now. He stepped forward, a smile on, his face, and qu,ickly took charge
of their weapons.
"Well, Mr. Hooker," said Young Wild West,
in his cool and easy way, as he nodded to the
ranchman, "it seems that Cinamon Hank and two
men who belong to this gang have gone over to
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your ranch for the purpose of making a raid and came to the end of the creek they saw that
stealing your daughter. I reckon we must get the trial wound on down the river bank. This
after them."
just suited our hero. for there were so many
"What!" cried the astonished ranchman. "Cin- trees and bushes and rocks there that they might
namon Hank has done that, has he?"
be able to proceed without being seen should the '
"Yes. I heard enough of what these follows villains be returning after making a success of
were talking about to learn that much. But the raid. On they rode until about half the
r.robably they will be -willing to tell us all about distance to the ranch had been covered. Then
1t. I think they will,. for if they know the danger as the buildings came in sight from the top of
they are in they wiu be glad enough to make a a rise, Wild called a halt.
clean breast of it all."
"I want to take a look ahead," he said, as he
"We don't know nothin' of what you're talkin' dismounted
and proceeded to climb to the top of
about," declared one of the villains, who was the a big rock close
at hand.
first to recover himself. "We're cowboys out of
He soon got there, and then as he looked along
a job, an' we "happened ter come along here an'
the rive1· he gave a violent start. Coming toward
stopped ter take a rest." 1
him, less than a quarter of a mile away, we1·e
"I reckon I know you fellers," Hooker exelaim- two
horsemen, one of them carrying the form of
ed, as he looked at them with an angry gleam
female before him on his steed. It was Cinnain bis eyes. "You belong to tber rustlers. You amon
Hank, too, and the face of the young deadcan't fool me. I've seen yer afore over at ther shot paled
for he feared that they might
settlement. If you bad what was comin' to yer have done slightly,
harm. to the girls who had been
you would be in jail, an' I know it. If yer don't left at the ranch.
But as he looked again he saw
tell all you know about this here business I'm three more riders coming.
Then it was that his
goin' ter commence sbootin' at yer."
face lighted with joy, for they were Arietta,
The ranchman acted as though• he meant what Anna and Eloise.
he said, for he drew a revolver and placed his
"This looks pretty good," he muttered. "It
finger on the trigger, while he waved it before
seems possible that the villains •could have
their faces. This was more than they could stand, hardly
raided the house, but one thing is certain, they
and the short one called out quickly:
have got the girl. But I wonder where the third
"Don't shoot, boss I'll tell yer all I know."
man is. There were three of them, I believe."
"Go ahead, then, an' be quick about it," snap\ He quickly descended to his friends and told
ped the ranchman. ,
· ·
:
"Well ther whole .thing is that Cinnamon Hank them what he had seen.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
come te~ u.s somethin' like an hour ago an' told
us that he had quit bein' an honest man. He "Ther sneakin' coyote! So he's got ther gal, eh?''
"He certainly has, Charlie," the younl!: deadgot Jack Helt, who is our leader, ter go ,in with ·
him an' ride over to your ranch. I don t know shot answered. "But he won't keep her very
whether they was goin' ter make a ,raid there or long, and you can bet on that."
not but I do know that Cinnamon Hank wanted
The ranchman was now fairly boiling with
ter 'git your daughter an' make her marry him. anger. But Wild succeded in quieting ' him, and
They had another ~an w~th 'em. That's aU th~re then advising him not to lose his head, he turned
is to it, an' you kin belteve me or not, but I m to look for a suitable place to wait for the two
tellin' ther truth."
villains to come up. They found one that just
"I think that's pretty near the truth," said suited them, and then leaving- their horses standWild with a smile. "But you lie a little when ing in the bushes they sat down and waited. It
you ~ay you don't know whether they intend~d was not many seconds before the pounding of
to raid the ranch or not. You know all about it, horses' hoofs came to their ears.
for a little while ago you were talking about
"They will be here in less than· half a minute
the -b ig time you would have when you went ov~r now," Jim Dart whispered, as he nodded to the
to the settlement after the money bad been di- ranchman and Wells. "Just keep cool, both of
you. We will show you how easy it .is to stop
vided."
"All right, then, if y~u know it there l;lin't no them."
use of me sayin' anything more. But smce we
Just then the sharp report of a rifle rang out,
ain't done anything you oughter let us go."
and a hoarse cry of agony promptly followed.
"We'll let you go when the proper time arrives,
"I reckon some one has fired a shot; and I'll bet
but not ju.st now. Boys, just tie them on their it was Arietta!" exclaimed Wild, leaping to his
horses. It's a good thing they have them here feet.
for the purpose."
The sounds of hoofbeats ceased just then, but
Charlie and Jim lost no time in forcing tl~e in less than a couple of seconds
they heard
three villains to get upon the backs of then· them again. Then they suddenlylater
saw a riderless
horses. Then, with the assistance of the tend~r- horse coming toward them. ,
foot and the ranchman, th~y were securely tied
"Come on, boys," our hero said, softly. "Some- I
and their hands bound behind them.. It d1cl not
take our friends long to get tlIBir own horses, thing has happened and I reckon we have got to 1
and then leaving the ranchman and W~lls to lead hurry up a little."
He led the way along the river bank, and as
- the prisoners, Young Wild West and his partners
looked around for the tracks of the horses that they came to an open spot another riderless horse,
was observed standing close to a tree. But Wild
must have gone that way some time before.
It did not take them very long to . find the was not looking for horses just then. He was :
trail, and then off they rode. When they finally after Cinnamon Hank. As he ran toward the t
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horse he almost stumbled over the body of a
man that lay stretched upon the ground. But
he did not stop even then, for one glance told
him that it was not Cinnamon Hank.
Straight to the edge of the river bank he went,
and then he was just in time to see a canoe
shoot out toward the middle of the stream, while
in it Jay the helpless form of the ranchman's
daughter's. The current was running quite swiftly, and as the young deadshot looked down the
stream he saw a small rapids where the sharp
rocks were sticking above the foam-crested
waves. He knew if the canoe was not caught
inside of five minutes that in all probability the
helpless girl would be drowned. That she was
bound hand and foot he knew, for if such had
not been the case she certainly would have made
an effort to get out of the canoe before this.
He could see her struggling in the canoe, and
it wobbled about dangerously.
"Keep cool, Nell!" he shou~ed. "We will save
you."
But there was no chance of throwing a lariat
to catch the canoe, for the bushes were so thick
about them that it would have been impossible
to swing it. Cheyenne Charlie at that mome1tt
gave a shout.
"Here yer are, Wild! Here's another canoe.
Come on, we'll save ther gal, while Jim kin look
after ther Gila Giant. Ther gals must know
where he went, 'cause I hear 'em talkin' out
there."
The young deadshot gave a nod and promptly
ran to where the scout was standing. Sure
enough, a good-sized canoe lay in the water right
at hand. lt was tied to a tree, and the scout
quickly drew his hunting-knife ana severed the
rope. Then the two got in, and finding paddles
there they at once started after the drifting little
craft that was getting closer and closer to the
rapids all the time. It was not the first time that
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charllie had
handled a canoe. They ooth saw at a glance
that they might be able to catch the other canoe
quicker by keeping in close to the banK. The
water was quite deep there, and they would be
able to avoid the rocks more easily.
The light craft shot swiftly through the water,
and as they were gaining rapidly upon the canoe
a hoarse shout sounded on the bank above them.
Looking up, they saw Cinnamon Hank standing
there, a revolver in his hand. As quick as a
flash Wild dropped his paddle, and holding out
a gun, fired and sent the weapon flying from the
scoundrel's hand. The distance was not more
than fifteen feet, and being used to that sort of
shooting, it was easy for him to disarm him in
that way. It seemed that the giant had no other
weapon, for he began cursing and raving, while
he shook his fist at the two in the canoe.
• Suddenly he darted toward a -projection of
rock, and just as the frail craft with its two
occupants was directly beneath him, he picked up
a big stone and raised it over his head. Crash!
Down came the big stone, striking the canoe
squarely.
"I've got yer now, Young Wild West!" shrieked
the Gila Giant, as Young Wild West and CheylliJUl8 Charlie were floundering in the -water.

CHAPTER IX.-A Happy Ending.
Anna and Eloise had become badly rattled, so
to speak, when they saw Arietta thrown from
her horse. Unlike her, they had not brought teeir
rifles with them, though each had a revolver. Nell
Hooker was armed in the same way, but she,
too, became badly frightened, for she feared that
Yoµng Wild West's sweetheart was in great
danger. The result was that the three rode
along at not a very fast pace, for they hardly
knew what to do.
·
But when Cinnamon Hank suddenly burst into
view and came galloping toward ' them, they all
urged their horses toward the ranch, for the yell
that came from the villain's lips told them plamJy that he was in a desperate mood. He cut
them off, however, l;>efore they had gone very
far, and being an expert with a lariat, he had
no difficulty in roping the girl he was so anxious
to get in his power. Anna and Eloise rode along,
never once thinking of opening fire on him. But
when they finally saw him riding away with his
captive, their courage returned somewhat, and •
then they turned and started in pursuit. The
Gila Giant held his own against them, however
even though his horse was carrying a doubl~
burden, and on he went, taking care to keep
clear of the place where Arietta was.
The villain actually felt that he was sure of
getting to the rustlers' cave with the girl, and
when he suddenly saw Jack Helt appear on horseback from the fringe of trees alon£" the river
bank, he gave an exultant cry. The leader of
the rustlers waved his hand for him to come on
and then turned and rode on ahead, at the sam~
time keep-ing a safe distance from the river.
Cinnam?n Hank followed him, and as the girls
urged their bronchos to a faster £"ait thev suddenly saw Arietta appear from behind 'some rocks
close to the edge of the stream. She was pretty
close to them, too, and at once beckoned for them
to hurr:y. They dashed up quickly enough, and
then Arietta, who was now quite cool exc!airnf'd ·
"We must save Nell, girls. Co~e on.
rifle lies a short distance from here. I must get
hold of it."
"Don't try to kill the giant, Arietta!" Eloise
spoke up, in a startled voice. . "You might hit
the girl."
"You leave that to me," was the reply. "Come
on."
Confident that the villain who had caught h ' r
and then liberated her had not picked up he<'
rifle, Young Wild West's sweetheart rode on io
the spot. She f?und it there, sure enough, a , 1
when she had dismounted and taken possessi 1 1
of it she gave a nod of satisfaction, while ~;,,;
gleam in her eyes was one of determinatio11.
"Now, then, to follow them," she said, no kli ,i::
to her two companions. "I am not afraid of ~n•. ·,n
now. We will save Nell."
Anna ana Eloise were quite brave now, since
they had Arietta to lead them. Unlike her, they
could not keep up their courage in times of
great danger, unless there was some one for
them to rely on. They rode on as fast as their
bronchq,s could go, anp as they passed around a
bend in the river they saw the two villains ridiq
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ahead, the Gila Giant holdi ng his captive ' on like those of a demon, and with an angry hiss he I
the horse before him. They were making fo1· a gathered his muscles together to spring upon her
rocky hill a quarter of a mile ahead, and A1·ietta and wrench the 1·ifle from her grasp. Arietta
knew that if they once got there it might be knew well what that look meant, and stepping
difficult to keep them in sight.
•
back a pace, she ran her eye along the barrel of 1
"Come on," she shouted, and then she made a the rifle and pulled the trigger. Crang ! As the I'
quick examination of her rifle to see it was in sharp report t-ang out the Gila Giant threw up
readines s. Cinnamon Hank's horse was tired his hands and staggered back. He made a desnow, and presently Jack Helt dropped behind him perate effort to keep upon his feet, but the bullet
and made a threatening gesture to the girls. But had reached a vital part, and with a shriek of
Arietta covered him with her rifle, and kept right m-0rtal agony he pitched forward and fell upon
on. Suddenly the rustler leader drew a revolver his face. Arietta felt herself trembling now, for
and raised it as though to fire a shot at the de- she realized that she had killed the man who had
ter:qiined girl. Then it was that Arietta took a threatened to take the life of her lover. But she
•quick aim and pressed the trigger, and Jack Helt did not give way to anything like fear, for she
fell to the ground. The next minute the three knew that since the canoe was wrecked the life
girls became aware that Young Wild West was of Nell Hooker was in deadly peril. Running
close at hand. The heard shots and readily rec- hurriedly to the 1·ock that ~verlooked~ the river,
ognized the voices. Cinnamon Hank reined in his she leaned out and saw Wild and Charlie scramhorse as quick as a flash, and leaping to the bling upon the bank. The scout had clung to the
ground, seized Nell Hooker and bore her into the lariat he had taken with him, and as he got a
bushes. This was entirely unexpected to Arietta, footing on the sloping bank, Arietta called out:
so she reined in her bronch-0 in a hurry and
'""Hurry, Charlie! Save the girl."
looked around, not knowing just what to do. But
"Hello, Et!" Young Wild West called out, as
suddenly she saw Wild and his partners appear on he pulled himse'lf up and looked up with no little
foot and dart in the direction the giant had taken. satisfaction. "Did you shoot just then?"
"It's all right now, girls?~' she cried, her face
"Yes, Wild," she answered, "I hit Cinnamon I
lighting up. "Wild and his partners are here. Hank, too. I had to do it, for there was no other
There are the ranchman and Harry Wells, too. way out of it."
Cinnamon Hank will not get very far now. You
"Good, little girl! Now, just keep cool. I
can be sure of that."
think we will have a chanc~ to save Nell Hooker
Then she dismounted and, rifle in hand, started yet, for there is a flat stretch below here, and if
for the river bank. The underbush was pretty we can only get there in time we will be able to
thick right there, and the ground was very rocky rope her. Giye me that rope, Charlie."
and uneven. But she forced ,her way through,
The young deadshot, in spite of his submersion
and finally came to an eminence of rock that over- in the water, was a cool as ever, and as the scout
looked the rapidly flowing stream beneath. She handed him the lariat he scrambled along the
saw a helpless girl in the canoe, and then real- sloping bank and soon came to the level beyond
izing- that rather than give her up the Gila Giant it. Then he ran with the speea of a deer, for he
had sent her out in the stream to be dashed to could see a canoe eddying and turning just above
death among -the rocks below, she turned and ran the dangerous rapids. Fortunately the current
hurriedly along the bank in the hope that she had brought it in closer to the shore, and ohly a
wouldb e able to save the girl. She had not gone distance of about twenty-five feet interyened .
...-ery far when she heard the splashing of pad- Wild saw that it would be safer to venture
dles, and then looking over her shoulder, saw out into the water by leaping from rock to rock
Wild and Cheyenne Charlie paddling swiftly down than it would be to throw the rnpe. But he kept
t he river, quite close to the bank. Once more a it in his hands just the same, and when he was
fe elin g of joy came upon her, fo1· she knew that opposite the canoe he took the chance. The agile
the t wo would have a chance to r each Nell Hook- boy leaped from rock to rock, and once came near
er before the canoe got to the sharp rocks. But slipping. But he held bis balance, and the 11ext
she knew that Cinnamon Hank was somewhere minute his hand was upon the canoe. The rancharound, and bent upon preventing him from fi ring man's daughter had fainted. She lay there like
a shot at her lover and the scout, she hurried on. one dead, her white face turned toward the sky.
As the can-0e went past almost directl y below But Wild knew she was not dead, just the same.
her, though she could not see it at the time, she The ordeal she had passed through had been quite
;;uddenly heard a shot fired . Then angry shouts sufficient to cause her to faint away. It was easy
followed, and suddenly there was a splash. for him to swing the canoe around a)ld pull it
Arietta forced per way through the bushes and ashore now, and once he got it there he lost no
was just in time to see the Gila Giant standing time in lifting the girl from it and laying her
upon the rock and shaking his fi st at something gently upon the ground. Then out came his
below him. The gloating expression on his face hunting-knife and the cruel ropes that had cut
toltl the gM plainly that he had succeeded in into her wrists and ankles were severed.
w1·ecking the canoe. But she was n ot frigh tened . "Is she dead, Wild?" the scout asked, anxin the least, and turning her rifle upon t he vi1Iain, 10usly, as he bent over the unconscious form.
she called out:
"I hardly think so, Charlie. Wait till Arietta
comes."
"Hold up your hands, you scoundrel!" .
Cinnamon Hank gave a yfo]ent stat, and when
"I am here, Wild," came the cry, and then the
he turned and saw the bra,•e girl standing tllere brave sweetheart of the young deadshot appeared
with.. the leveled rifle, his face blanched. But it on the.. scene.
was only for a n instant. Then his eyes fl.ashed
She quickly knelt besi<le the unconscious eirl
1
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and gently lifted her head while she felt for the
·beating of her heart. ·
"She has only fainted, Wild," was the verdict
she gave, and quickly at that. "Go and fetch
AIJ!la and Eloise here. There is no danger of
any one bothering you now, for all three o{-the
scoundrel& are dead."
"And you shot them all, Et, di'°dn't you?" Wild
asked, as he looked at her in admiration.
"Yes, Wild, but it was really necessary or I
shouldn't have done it."
"Of c9urse it was necessary. You should be
proud of it. Don't have the least feeling of sor:
row for having done it. Those fellows ·we,re not
fit to live, anyhow, as Charlie often says about
such men."
The scoµt quickly ran away from the bank, and
catching -sight of Anna and Eloise, who were now
with Harry Wells and the ranchman, he shouted
to them to come on. In a very short time they
were all gathered at the spot where Nell Hooker
was lying. She opened her eyes just about then,
and when she saw the faces of her friends lookin~ upon her, she gave a low cry of joy, -and
tl-ien almost swooned again. But Harry Wells
caught het in his arms and began soothing her,
and the result was that in a very few minutes
she was quite herself; thoug·h still weak from the
ordeal she had passed through.
"Well, Mr. Hooker," said Young Wild West,_as
. he stepped over to the ranchman and smilingly
put out his hand, "shake with me. We should
congratulate ourselves over the fact that the
grudge of the Gila Giant will ,n ever be paid."
"That's right, Wild," was the reply. "But say!
this piece of business has upset me awful. I can't
help thinkin' of how' near death my little gal was.
It it hadn't been
you folks she sartinly-would
have been drowned, for ther canoe could never
have gone among them rocks without bein' upset.
An' to think of it! ther sneakin' scoundrel had her
haQds an' feet tied. Oh, I wish I had been close
enough ter shoot him, instead of Arietta."
"I wou ld h ave 1·k
d
.d
. myse lf, boss, "
it
. i e k ter one
· ht
Cheyenne Ch_ar1ie
spo e up. . "B u t i·t•s a 11 ng
•
anyhow. Anetta kin shoot Jest as good as any
of us, an ' s h e go t th er· ch ance an ' t 0 k 1·t · I
s'pose from what she says, if she hadn't fired jest
wasn't so very deep where the canoe was smas·hed
her an' choked her to death. He would have done
that jest for satisfaction, if nothin' else."
They were wet to the skin, anyhow, so the two
did not hesitate to jump into the river and after
diving a couple of times, they succeed€d in finding theil' rifles which could easily •be made aJ
good as ever ~fter a good cleaning and oiling.
When they joined the party again they found the
three prisoners they bad brought with them in a
state of great fear. Harry Wells had told them
how Cinnamon }lank, Jack- Helt arid the other
fellow had been shot and they no doubt feared
that they were · going· to suffe~· the saU:e dose.
But Wild quickly relieved their minds, for stepping up to them, he said:
"
.
. .
W_ell, I recko~ you fellows are cattle thieves
all right, but smce no - one here can make a
charge against you, I am going to let you go.
But I want you to gather up the bodies of the
three scoundrels who got their medicine, and take
ca-re of them in the proper way. When you have

for

°

done that, if you are wise, you wil~ get away as
far ~roµi ):iere as you can, and not be long in
startmg, either. I "Teckon that will be about all."
The three men were profuse in their thanks.
One of the.in even wanted to kiss the ·young deadshot's hand. But Wild waved him away and
then satisfied that there would not •b e a 'great
deal of trouble about the shooting affair he
t1;-rned to his friends and advised that they' ride
right back to . the ranch. This they did, and
when they got there they found Mrs. Hooker
very anxious about'"'the long absence of 't he girls.
When the good woman heard what had happened
and how near to death her daught.er had been, she
almost fainted. But the happy faces about her
soon brought her to a reali17.ation that everything
was all right. and in a little while she was fully
recovered ana making merry with them. Hooker
had dispatched a -cowboy to the settlement to let
it be known there what had happened so he felt
a little nervous until he had talked it over with
the sheriff or one of his deputies. But Wild assured him that there would be -no trouble about
it, since they had quite enough evidence againsi
the three men to show conclusively that they got
their just deserts.
It was shortly after they had eaten supper
that night that a deputy sheriff and two others
from the settlement came over. They heard the
s~ory, and d~clare,? that it ".l'as a "mighty good
piece of busmess, also statmg that they would
go ~nd hunt for the three rustlers Young Wild
West had allowed to depart. As they were sitting
0 ~ th e porch of the ranch- after the deputy
and
~Is men ":'ent away, the coi:v_ersation got into a
hgh~er vem 9:n~ final~y, not1cmg that Wells and
~elhe were sit~mg-aside from the rest and talkmg earneStiy, 111 low tones, th~ young deadshot
tu~ned to the ranchman and said:
Well, Mr. Hooker, I reckon we can't stay here
any longer than the day after to-morrow. Suppose you make arrangements to havt: the wedding
t~ke pla;~, before we leave. • How will to-morrow
mght
do· ·est sw·ts m y
"That
3
e, oung Wild ' w·est " was
the quick reply. "It's
up to ther -old ~oman
'cause she's got te make
I t f • '
·
r
a o o preparations
I s'pose in ther way of grub
an' · h n "
'
"If y'0 un
.
. sic He.
.
~
W~ld West wants it that wa-y it's
8 1!nght," his V?" 1fe de~lared. "I think if the girls
w ~ehelp me, it wont take _very long to make
50
•
• ca~es a nd g~t some chickens roasted.
We
will mvite th e i:eighbors and some of the cowd
boyS, aJ1 . we will have _a big time. · It is harrl
to part with Nell, but smce we have given our
consent to her. ~arriage I don't know as it makes
fny dfl'ere~ce if it happens to-morrow or a month
r?i_,h ~ow. 1 .
.
a setted it. Our friend s t~ok it easy at the
ranch th e _ne~t _day, and before it began to gro-v
dark the mvited gu~ts began to appear. The
preacher came, _also, and promptly at eight Harry
Wells a nd Nelhe Hooker stepped under .a wr;~ t_h
of flowers and we~e made man an_d wife. rnb
made a happy endrng to Young Wild West's adventure with Cinnamo.v. Hank the Gil G. t
·
'
a Ian •
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD-WEST'S SCRIMMAGE WITH SIOUX; or ARIETTA AND THE RENEGADE."
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CURRENT NEWS
CRATER AS STADIUM
Punchbowl, the largest extinct crater
Island of Oahu, Hawaiian Islands, will
one of the greatest athletic stadiums
world if the plans of prominent athletic
of Hawaii are consummated.

of the
become
in the
officers

PIGEONS REPORT DOG RACE
Carrier pigeons were used to transmit the
news of the progress being made by the dog team
in the world's championship 200-mile Derby that
S!!(rted from The Pas, Man. The pigeons were
held at the fifty and 100-mile points on the course
and were released one at a time with messages
tied ta a leg announcing the position of the racing teams .as they passed the points where the
birds were held.
OZARK COUNTY IN TOUCH WITH WORLD
After being isolated from the outside worla for
,. , he last seven years, Gainesville, the county seat
of Ozark County, Mo., has at last secured a telephone line, one being constructed from that place
to West Plains, the county seat of Howell county.

So the residents of Ozark county can now talk
to the rest of the world. Ozark county has not a
mile of railroad, but is now also having its first
bridge constructed over the north fork of the
White River on the State highway.
RECLUSE DIES IN A SHACK
Michael Goff, a recluse, was foupd dead in his
shack on the Jersey Meadows, near Harrison,
N. J. He had lived alone on the meadows since
1872. His hut was on the Hackensack ·River
bank. He made a living by fishing and for many
years was a guide for hunters who sought small
game on the meadows. In late years the advance
of industry had driven away much of the wild
life of the marshes.
•
Dr. A. A. Mulligan, deputy county physician,
said he had expired five or six days ago. Papers
found in the shack indicated that Goff had a
brother, John, who lived at 220 East~ Thirtyeighth Street, New York, and a woman relative
named Kate Dwyer,. at the Murray Hill Hotel,
New York.

GREAT DETECTIVE STORIES! "MYSTERY MAGAZINE" No. 157 CONTAINS THEM
GET A COPY AND READ THE FEATURE STORY

"A Q U E S T I O N OF K I C K"
By - EUGENE JONES
Learn what your handwriting shQws about your character and qualifications
in the new department entitled
·
·

"WHAT HANDWR)TING REVEALS"
Conducted by LOUISE RICE

You will like the short stories. They are filled with exciting detective adventures and mysteries:
"SOLITAIRE DOWNES PASSES OUT," by Edgar Daniel !framer
"THE MYSTERY OF THE ICE KING," by Mont Hmst
"THE BLACK PEARLS OF SYD NEY," by Hugh Thomason
>
''THE BOASTER'S REW ARD," by Dale D. mer
"TURNED AROUND," by Nelson A. Hutto
Then the'.r~•s a fine two-part serial entitled

"WITH EYES AND NOSE"
By RALPH E. DYAR

and a special article by POLICE-CAP TAIN HOW ARD exposing the tricks of
slick swindlers, entitled

"THE FLIM-FLAM
ARTIST"
.
.

In addition to all this there are numerous shOl't articles such as "A Bandit
de Luxe,'' "Bomb Explodes in Auto,'' "The Cashier Didn't Know Her," "Attempts to Hold Up a Policeman," "How Crime Is Bred," ''Theatre Thieves"
and "Radio Catches a Fugitive."
Out Today On All Newsstands
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OUT FOR A JOB
__:_ Or, -

The Adventures of an Office Boy
By DICK ELLISON

(A Serial Story)

CHAPTERXVI.
The Crooks Show Their Hands.
They were almost at the steps, however.
Burke hurried down, while Jack stood guard.
In an instant Gus saw a man in pajamas runi,iing through the garden.
r As he caught sight of Jack he discharged a re.
,-volver twice.
Liverpool 1·eturned the fire and dashed down
Gus saw the man fall.
1the steps.
The deluded office boy was -horrified,
His beloved Jack a murderer!
It was too much!
But there was more to . come.
"Take her, Grog," said Burke. "Gee! This is
,the limit! And I thought I'd done it is slick,
too."
The girl had a blanket wrapped around her
which completely concealed the face.
She seemed to be quite unconscious.
~
Grogan received her and carried her into the
ltiny cabin, where there was one berth.
f He was out in an instant, and running up the
lf;ail the boat filled away.
"Did you do him, Jack?" asked Burke.
"I'm afraid so," was the reply.
"I'd sooner it wouldn't have happened."
"What's the matter? What makes you look so
white?" gasped Gus.
1
"I'm shot-I'm bleeding," said Jack. "Geel
Say, I - - "
/ He fell over in a faint, Gus catching him.
"Oh, he's dead!" groaned the office boy.
"Don't you believe it." said Burke hastily.
)~'Wait till I see where he's hit."
He pulled open Jack's coat and vest. The shirt
~as saturated with blood on the left side, but
he wound appeared to be considerably. below the
heart.
~ "He's picked up a bullet, all right," said Burke,
,-pulling up the shirts.
,- "Right over tl1e hip," he added. "Probably not
!'dangerous. Say, he's coming to."
1 "Bad luck!" growled Grogan. "I was in hopes
,we'd get through without this sort of thing."
_
Jack opened his eyes.
"Pat, is it se1:ious ?" he gasped.
"Don't think so," replied Burke consolingly.
"'You'll be all right. You know I'm a bit of a
.:doctor, boy. I'll fix you off soon as -ever we get
/.to the house." _
"Blame that infernal Dutchman! Whatever
)'tarted bim up at the last moment? Never wa:s
· a ,!ob pulled off slicker. How's the girl7'-'

•

'"I haven't looked at her. She won't be out n.f
the ether yet."
"Don't look so scared, Gus," said Jack. "All
this is nothing once you're used to it, boy."
"I don't want to get u sed to it," answered Gus
in a hollow voice. "This is all out of my line." ·
"You're in for it, all right, lad," chuckled
Burke. "Pinch one, pinch all. You'll just have
t o stick to us now."
"Oh, he'll stick as long as I need him," said
Jack , confidentl y. "Gus is not the sor t to desert
a friend in trouble."
They made the wounded burglar as comfo~·table
a s possible, and had no more than done · so when
a cry was heard in the little cabin.
"Now it's up to you, Gus," said Jack. "That
girl speaks no English, but she can speak Spanish. Go in and tell her to brace up, that it's all ..
right."
Gus obeyed without comment. He was too
excited to even think; thus it came as a complete
surprise when upon entering the cabin he found
himself in the presence of Isabel!
"Gus!" gasped the unfortunate girl. "You!"
"Oh, I sabel!" groaned Gus. "What must you
think! But believe me I have had no willing hand
in this."
"Where am I? What has happened?"
"You have been chloroformed and kidnapped."
"Kidnapped! By whom? Why?"
"I have no idea why," 1·eplied Gu s, shuddering,
as he thought of the man Jack had shot.
"Was he Van Vorst?" the office boy a sked himself.
He could not believe otherwise.
Now he understood why there had seemed to be
somethi ng- fa miliar about t he man.
If Gus's thoughts had been slow before they
were quick enough now.
"I'll not tell her," he said to himself. "What's
the use? I wish I hadn't told Jack about her.
He must have known what was going to happen
when I told _h im about that night at the bµngalow. It was a shame to make me a cat's-paw in
.
a dirty deal like this!'
"But what else could you expect if you tie up
with crooks ?" he told himself.
Gus felt thoroughly ashamed and yet in a way
he was glad, too.
"Perhaps I can h elp her to escape," flashed
througl;l. his agitated brain,
Isabel had seemed to doze off for the moment,
but now she aroused again.
"Gus, this is terrible!" she murmured. "And
I was so sure you were my friend!"
"I am. I assure you I am," insisted Gus, but
before he could say' any more Big Burke looked
in.
"She seems to be all right," he remarked. "Tell
her that nobody is going to hurt her, Gus. Let
her understand that she has nothing to worry
about."
Gus repeated his words.
"Ask him why I have been kidnapped, and
where he is taking me," said Isabel.
"I don't believe he'll tell."
.
"Ask him."
Gus complied, but the big crook shook his head.
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
GERMANS SNIP TONGUE TO CURE LISPING
German ~urgeons are now employing operative
methods for the cure of lisping, snipping a section from the end .of the tongue having been found
effective in ending- this defect of speech when it
is due, as is often the case, to the tongue being
too long to find its proper place behind the teeth
when pronouncing the S and other sibilant letters.
DEATH CURSE PUT ON CATTLE
Every now and then a sto'Ty of something other
than mutinies and uprisings comes from that
"most distressful country" of Ireland. The latest
concerns the man who crossed the fairies.
In a recent prosecution before a local peace
commissioner quite a lot of fairy lore came up
because a certain farm building had been built
on a "pass." It seems the little folk always
travel in a direct line and resent any construction
placed across their path. When they find themselves held up by a house or farm then woe betide the person living there.
Near the village of Maam Cross, 1;ome miles
east of Clifden, a returned Irish-Ameri"can not
long ago bought a large farm, and as there was
neither cowhouse nor stable began to erect these
things, des1)ite warnings of neighbors. When
the buildings were roofed and cattle installed
therein the animals refused to eat, pined away
and died. · Not until three-fourths of his stock
was killed ( struck by "elf stones," said the peasantry), w_as he convinced and he removed the
buildings to another place. After that his luck
chang:ed and he lost no more cattle.

'l'HE "WHALE SHARK"
Last June the reading public was greatly interested over the taking of a large whale shark
:tiy Claude Nolan at Marathon, <lown in the
Florida Keys . . As soon as Mr. Nolan discove1·ed
that he had a prize fish he communicated with
the American Museum of NaturJ3,I History and
donated the specimen to that institution. From
measurements taken the nreparators of the museum have just completed a model · of this shark
one-sixth natural size and have placed the same
on temporai:y exhibition in the foyer hall, where
it is arousing much attention.
The whale shark is the largest living fish and
is a true shark, not at all related to the whale,
which is a mammal, but it approaches the whale
in size. The specimen which Mr. Nolan secured
and which served as a model was thirty-two feet
n length. Specimens have been found which
measured up to forty-five feet, and it has been
stated that whalers at the Seychelles Island in
the Indian Ocean, where this creature is mostly
found, have estimated individual sharks up to
aeventy feet.
·

These sharks are very beautifully marked
across the sides with narrow vertical white lines
,between each two of which is to be found ~
series of, large white spots. This marking is present. however large the shark may be, whereas
various other :;barks, although spotted when
young, tend to_ bec?me uniformly grayish in color
as they PTOW m size. The arrangement of lines
and spots on the model was checked by use of
the .motion picture camera. The present model
' has _been prepared to serve as a basis for a lifesized o1!e th3:t it is hoped may be prepared later
anc! which '"'.'111 be th~ first satisfactory representat10n of this fish that it ever has been possible
to make.
'Very little is known concerning the habits of
the whale shark, but judging from its enormous
mouth and its almost microscopic teeth, it doubtless feeds in the same manner as the whalebone •
whal~s. sifting small creatures such as crustacea
and Jelly fishes, perhaps also small fishes front
. the sea water by means of a meshwork of g ill
rakers. This creature, a true shark and t he
larg-est of- its kind, might be presumed' to be the
most dangerous, but as a matter of fact is absolute]~ ha:mles~. Observers _in the Seychelles say
that 1t will swim up alongside the catamaran, or
ca!1o~, of t~e fishermen and rub itself against
~his m a friendly manner in an endeavor to rid
itself of barnacles. This is its nearest approach
to a hostile action toward man.
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO · NEWS AND . HINTS
A detector and two-stage audio amplifier are
necessary to produce sufficient volume to use a
phonograph as a loud-speaker.
The Millihenry is a unit used to measure inductance. Equal to one-thousandth or l!I henry.

It is not necessary to disconnect the ''B" batfrom the circuit when the set is not in use.
As long as the filament is c_old and no electrons
are emitted, the space between the plate and
filament is an insulator and no current can flow
in the plate circuit. Under such conditions the
"B" battery can be left in the circuit without discharging.

·1 tery

1

HEL·P FUL IN A SET
In making a set, purchase a number of fixed
condensers of various capacities and try them at
different points in the circuit, such as across the
audio frequency transformers and the phones.
The number of pl~es in a variable condenser
depends on the use it is intended for. A condenser
of forty-three plates, or one rated at .001 mids·
capacity will give a considerable range of wave
lengths. It is best not to use a condenser of
large capacity across the secondary of a loose
coupler when a crystal detector is used. More
than .0005 mfds capacity is not advised for this
purpose.'

Long-Distance Reception with Crystal Detector
i is reported ·by Frank Heinfling, radio officer of
' the steamship "California." With a galena crys1 tal detector,
Mr. Heinfling intercepted the NAA
station at distances of from 3500 to 4100 miles.
Confirmation of these results has been had from
I the Bureau ~f Navigation. With ~ ~elefun~en
type E-266 smgle-bulb set, Mr. Hemfling copied
the German station POZ at a distance of 5500
miles and also received music broadcasted from
WOC of Davenport, Ia., in the Pacific some 2500
miles away. This receiver set makes use of an
arrangement which does away with the filament
and "B" batteries.
A GAS TUBE
The C300 d1.,tector is a _gas content tube of extreme sensiti"'7ity and mounted on a standard
base. Its da::5.gn characteristics permit critical
a.djustment of plate voltage and filament voltage.
When these ta-ctors are carefully adjusted the
tube is the most sensitive detector made. For accurate filament control a rheostat having a low
maximum resistance between two and four ohms
should be used. This permits fine adjustment of
filament terminal voltage at the critical value,
which is generally just below five volts. Due to
its gas contents this tube generally functions best
when an adjustable B battery of twenty-two volts
is supplied. Initial B battery and upkeep costs
are, therefore, lower than with tubes requiring
larjter voltagea.

Run-Down "B" Batteries are often the cause
of un::;atisfactory results with a receiving set. ~ ,
The best manner to test out "B" batteries is by
means of a volmeter with a reading- "of 25 volts
for testing out 22¼-volt units, and reading- up
to 50 volts for testing out 45-volt units. Electrical instrument manufacturers have not been
slow to realize the need of inexpensive voltmeters
for this purpose, with the 1·esult that such meters
may now be purchased for as little as $2.50. One
manufacturer has developed a special meter
which may be placed in the usual peep-hole of
the radio panel, and which serves to /!)Ve the
"B" battery voltage or the current consumption
of the filaments.
Whe'N. a detector is made to act as a local
oscillator and at the same time as a detector the
process is known as "auto-heterodyne" or "selfheterodyne." Regenerative circuits act a<; autoheterodynes. That is what takes places when the
set is tuned to receive music and a loud squeal is
heard along with the signals. In such a case the
tube is oscillating at one frequency, while the
frequency of the carrier wave of the sending station is at a slightly difl'ere1:1t frequency. The difference between the two frequencies is the howl.
To stop the howl the tube must be stopped oscillating, or it must be made to oscillate at the
same frequency as the incoming im_p ulses.
FARMERS RADIO ORGANIZATION
Farmers in the rural districts of the country
are organizing for the purpose of making the
marvels of radio available to all in the community who have telephones, but no radio. These
clubs are known as "Farmrads" and are assembled with a farmer owning a good radio set as a
neucleus. When the nearest agricultural station
announces the beginning of market and weather
reports the receiving set is connected to the telephone transmitter, receivers are taken down
by all who live on the line or who can persuade
"operator" to connect them in, arid from two to
ten families listen to the up to the minute report of cattle and wheat sales and the weather
for the morrow.
A good example of the serious light in which
these farm clubs are regarded is the fact that
many of the country farm agents have installed
sets in their offices for both service and radio
instruction. Among these are the agents at Linn
county, •Missouri; Fremont county, Iowa; Wilson
county, Kansas, and Cedar county, Iowa.
THE LOUD-SPEAKER HORN
The" popular conception of the function of a
horn on either a loud-speaker or a phonograph is
erroneous. We hear that a horn "resonates" or
it "concentrates the sound," or it "amplifies," and
many other explanations, all of which are vague
and most of them incorrect. It is true that a

"'
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By touching or COI\necting one test point w~tl\
!·cr·1 re~onates at certain irequencies, and for
t.-, . 1eason increases the amount of radiation at one terminal of a coil and the other test pomt
tho ,e frequencies. Any form of resonance, how- with the othe1· terminal of the coil, any coil, as
e-. er, is undesirable because it is impossible to for instance the stator or rotor coil of a varioincrease the amount or radiated energy uniform- coupler, of a variometer of the primary and sec))' at all frequencies within a wide range by this ondary windings of a transformer can be tested
method. If a horn is not to distort, its walls for open or broken circuits. If, when the two
!'hould be non-vibratinir and its air column res- test points are connected with the terminals of
onances, within the range of frequencies used, the coil, a steady reading is obtained the coil is
~hould be slight. If we think of the term, "ampli- all right. If, however, no reading is obtained
fo.ation" as meaning the increasing of any form such a condition proves that there is an open
of response by supplyinir energy from another circuit between the two terminals.
In testing a condenser no reading should be
source, we see at once that a horn can not amplify because it can not supply energy, we learn obtained when the test points a1·e connected with
from C. R. Hanna of the Westinghouse Research the terminals of the condenser and the rotary
Laboratory. It should be evident, therefore, that plates are moved in and out of the stationary
a horn merely loads the diaphragm in such a way plates. A reading indicates that the plates are
as to cause more sound energy to ·b e radiated short-circuited and a fluctuating needle as the
into the surrounding space from the diaphragm. movable plates are moved indicates that particles
The te1·m "radiator" more accurately describes of dust or other conducting material lodged bethe action of a horn. A good horn therefore, is tween the plates are short-circuiting the plates
one which causes the diaphragm to radiate almost at certain points.
uniformly at all frequencies within the desired
In testing across the terminals of a transforlimits. This condition is more easily attained in mer winding a high voltage ·battery is necessary.
a phonograph than in a loud-speaker. In the A 22½ volt one will do. This is necessary bephonograph the diaphragm is forced to follow the . cause the resistance of the winding will cut down
vibrations of the record except for the slight the reading appreciably. In testing such a windspring of the needle, while in the loud-speaker the ing the readmg when using a 22 volt battery
diaphragm is not impelled to follow the variations will only be several volts. This is as it should
of current in the windings because there is no be. The important point is that you get a readIn the ing and that the reading remains steady.
rigid connection between the two.
phonograph it is necessary only that the horn
The use of the voltmeter in determining the
shall radiate uniformly at different frequencies condition of a battery need hardly be mentioned.
for a given root mean square velocity of the When the reading obtained by connecting a voltdiaphragm. In the loud-speaker the horn must meter across a 22 volt B battery reads les~
fulfill this condition, and also help to cause the than 15 volts, the battery should be discarded.
diaphragm to vibrate at a nearly .uniform velocity
The judicious use of a voltmeter will ofte:i
when the same current at different frequencies
save the experimenter many dollars which would
is passed through the windings.
otherwise be spent in buying new tubes. No matter how carefully you have wired a set and no
matter how carefully you have been in connecting
the •batteries 1 mistakes are often apt to happen.
WHEN YOUR SET IS WRONG
. After· your batteries have been connected, test
One of the most useful pieces of apparatus in acrpss the F terminals of one of the sockets with
t.heradio fan's equipment is a testing device for a voltmeter before putting in your tubes. All
use in determining the condition of various pieces that is necessary is to turn on all the rheostats
and touch one terminal of the voltmeter to one
of radio apparatus.
This test apparatus consists of a voltmeter con- F terminal and the other terminal of the voltmeter to the other F terminal. If no reading is
nected in series with a B battery.
One terminal of the voltmeter is connected with obtained, reverse the voltmeter connections. If
the reading is that of the A battery all is well
the negative terminal of t,he battery.
A wire is then connected with the other ter- and you can safely put your tubes in their sockets
minal of the voltmeter and another wire is con- If a higher reading is obtained, don't put in your
nected with the positive terminal of the battery tubes for they will surely be burned out. A
thus providing two test points by means of which higher reading means that you have made an
coils, conden.'lers and different parts of a circuit error and have connected B battery voltages
f!an be tested, to determine whether short or open ,. across your filament terminals.
The voltmeter can be used as a polarity incircuits are present.
In most of the voltmeters no reading is ob- dicator by making use of the property of most
tained if the voltmeter is not connected properly. of the small meters of not giving a reading unAfter connecting the voltmeter, touch the two less a certain terminal is <;Onnected with the posiest points together and notice whether or not tice of the battery. This can easily be determined
·you get a reading on the voltmeter scale. If you by testing across a B battery and finding out
do, the test circuit is ready for use. If you do which terminal is the one which must be connot get a reading, you will have to reverse the nected with the positive side to give a reading.
connections to the voltmeter, connecting the nega- When testing other batteries the terminal of the
tive terminal of the battery with the B terminal voltmeter is connected is the positive terminal
of the Yoltmeter instead of with the A terminal. of the battery. This feature is e~pecially usefill
In that case the test point will be connected with in determining the polarity of :-ome batteries
whose terminals are not marked.
the A terminal of the voltmeter.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
NEW DEPOSI T O'F SOAPST ONE IN AUSTR IA
It is reported that an enormou s deposit of
soapston e has been discover ed in Zwettl, not f~r
from the Bohemia n frontier. The soapston e,
which is stated to require very little preparation, can not only be cut, sawn, drilled and polished, but will absorb many colors, a property
that sho,µld lead to its extensiv e use in powder
form in the color industry . The deposit is the
most importa nt of its kind yet discover ed in Central Europ<'\.

MAGNE TIC POLE DISCOV ERED BY CAPT.
JOHN ROSS
The m1;1gnetic po_le 1 as distingu ished from the
geograph ical pole, 1s the point where the needle
stands verticall y, showing the center of terrestri al
m~gneti sm for the Norther n Hemisph ere. Thi~
pomt was discover ed June 1, 1831, by Capt. John
Ross, says the Kansas City Times.
The amount of the dip of the needle was 89 degrees 59 · minutes, being thus within one minute
of the pole. Its actual existenc e where he stood
wa~ further confirmed by the actions of several
h?r1zont al needles. Not one of them showed the
~lightest effort to m-0ve fr-0m the position in which
it was placed .
Th~ magne~ic _Pole is almost dfrectly north of
the city of Wmmpe g, and within less than 20 degrees of that city. To be exact the location of
the north magneti c pole is 70 d~grees 5 minutes
and 17 seconds latitude, and 96 degrees 46 minutes asd 45 seconds longitud e.

LAUGHS

·,

Scene (a boarding house)- Wife-W hy do vou
always sit at the piano, David? You know you
can't play a note. David-N either can anyone
else, while I am here.
Mrs. Goodkin d-So you are an enginee r and
can't get a job in this town. Well, why 'don't
-you go to some other place? Tattered on Torner can't, madam; you see, I'm a stationa ry engineer.

BURNS TO DEATH AS HE TEARS AT BARS
Trapped in his store y a fire which cut off
every exit, John E. Mettler of Plainfiel d, N. J.,
burned to death there while firemen with axes
tried to break in the iron barred window which
·
held him prisoner .
Mettler slept in the rear of his store. There ·
was no back door. The fire envelope d the front
of the building and Mettler ran to the window
and ti·ied to tear · away the iron bars with his
hands. The ba1·s were embedde d in cement. He
died while firemen were chopping a hole through
·
the building.

Mana,ge r-Did the "star" arouse the audience .
~gent- I n_e ver saw the equal! Manajle r-What
d1d they do? Agent-R ose in their seats as one
man and threw the movable furnitur e at him.

·QUEEN SL:A.ND 'S "STING ING TREE"
Among the curious plants of Queensla nd is the
"stingin g tree," a luxuriou s shrub, pleasing to the
eye, but dan12"erous to the touch, says the Detroit
News. It grows from two or three inches to ten
or fifteen feet in height and emits a disag1·eeab,0 •
odor. Speaking of its effects, a naturali st says :
"One often forgets the danger of the tree until
warned by its smell. Its effects are curious. It
leaves no mark, but the pain is maddeni ng, and
for months afterwar d the affected part is tender
when touched in rainy weather -0r when it gets
wet in. washing .
"I have seen men who treated ordinary pain
lig htly roll on the ground in agony after being
stung, and I have known a horse so complete ly
mad aftei· getting into a grove of the trees that
h e rushed open mouthed at every one who approached him, and had to be '?hot."

Aunt Maria-T he paper says this is the mildest
winter in thirty years. Uncle Jed-I don't wo;der. They've g-ot a new stove in the editor's office
an' all the subscrip tions lately has been paid i~
cordwoo d.

The Owner- Why ai:e you arrestin g us? The
Co~ntry Constab le-W.a al, I need th' money. I'm
trymg ter g·it enough from fees ter ·b uy an automobile myself. ____ __
The custome r: "Do you think you can make a
r~all~ good P?,Otograph of me? The artist: "Well,
sir, Im afraid I must answer you in the nega,
tive."

In ~he Country -ls there a letter for me?
Postmi stress-W ell-er-y es· there was one from
your mother in Mudtow n, but I've mislaid it But
it'~ all right, anyhow. She says they ar~ all
quite well.
Tess-Y es; Mr. Sloman asked me for a ki:;l> .
He said I could surely see how much he loved me
and that I ought to do it. Jess-An d what did
you say? Tess-I said I i.ouldn't see it in that
light, and the silly fellow didn't have sense
enough to turn the lig11t down.
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
tion, and therefore going back to aoout 5,000 B.
HIS LIFE SAVED BY RING
-The life of Gerald Brown, ten years old, of C. A complete sequence of pottery from the
Tecumseh, Neb., was saved ,l:~y a gold ring in earliest Suma1'ian period down to Nebuchadnezhis breast pocket when a cartridge exploded. The zar has been established, and a series of fine coplad was trying to insert a cartridge in the cy- per implements has been found. The general re:sult of the ~xcavations brings into prominence the
linder of .22-calibre revolver.
The cartridge stuck and the boy, failing to enormous extent of the ruins, which, if grouped
press it in with his fingers, placed the muzzle contiguously, would cover 120 acres, the very
of the barrel of the weapon _close to his left great antiquity of the site, and the priority of the
breast as he tried to drive the cartridge in with Sumarians.
a hammer. It exploded with the weapon directs
ly over the heart.
GOT SALT BY INGENIOUS DEVICE
The bullet struck a gold ring in the child's
While we all realize the importance of salt to
pocket, _richochetted _and struck a rib, following
the rib around his side and came out under the season and preserve food, it is seldom we stop to
arm, dropping to the floor. The boy wa~ taken think o_f the labor entailed in the preparation of
to a hospital, his ~ound dressed. He will soon the fine white crystals that come to us in small
bags and boxes, writes Marguerite Norris Davis
be out.
in St. Nicholas. The modern methods of procuring and refining salt make an interesting story in
FEW WOLVES IN ONTARIO
themselves; but it is of the unique plan used by
Anthony Swartz of Commanda, Ont., and those famous explorers, Lewis and Clark, that I
Thomas Gillies of Montreal, two well-known trap- am going to tell you· now.
The dreary winter of 1805-1806 \\fas spent by
pers, returned to Sault Ste Marie from their
camps 11t the headwaters of the Goulais Riter, these men and their party on the coast of the
- where they have bpen trapping the greater part Pacific Ocean, where their trail had ended and
where they waited for spring to open up the
of the winter.
,
"There were no wolves up in om; country to woods and calm the turbulent waters, so that they
speak of," declared Gillies, whose camp is situat- might return to civilization. During this time
ed about thirty-five miles north of the A. C. R. their supRlY of salt had become so low that it
track at Mile 60. "I saw two wolves up there was necessary · for them. to replenish their store
this winter and that's all, and I didn't even carry immediately, and with the resourcefulness that
marked their entire journey to and from the
a rifle when I visited my trap lines."
During his complete hike over thirty-five miles coast, they proceeded to distill salt from th&
of territory from his camps to the track with ocean!
Swartz he said he came across only two wolf
A huge mound of stones was gathered and, by
tracks in the fresh snow, which would seem to using the clay from the bed of the Necanicum
disprove the report that there are wolves in the River, which flowed beside the place they had s«r
portion of the Mississauga Reserve near the lected for this partieular work, they were able
headwaters of the Abinadong and Goulais rivers. to cement these stones together into a threesided "stove." As nearly as can be gathered f!"om
descriptions of the early pioneers, who saw it in
RELICS OF 5,000 B. C. DISCOVERED AT its original form, this object was about 2½ by 9
KISH
feet on its sides, 5 feet in length and a little over
A letter to the London Times, written from 2 feet high, its top forming a flat surface on
Mesopotamia, gives an account of the results to which to set kettles of ocean water.
date of this season's excavations at Kish. Among
The daughter of one of the Indian chiefs, at
an amount of pearl and limestone inlaid work dis- that time a girl about 12 years old, afterward
covered in a mound constructed entirely of plano- married Solomon Smith, a pioneer, and to her
convex bricks, characteristic of the oldest Sumar- children we are indebted for the information a;, to
ian architecture, was a rectangular tablet of slate just how the distilling was done, for Mrs. Smith
which shows u King_ of Kish smitiJ1g his Sumar- remembered in detail the strange sight ,s he had
ian enemies. Their closely shaven heads, cheeks seen.
and upper lips, but long beards, indicate a date
An Indian canoe was put into the ocean, close
earlier than Ur-Lagash 3,100 B. C. Taken with to shore, and weigh'ted so that it would fill with
other pearl heads found here, this disposes of t:fi.e water. Then, after being carried to the stone
theory that the Semites occupied Kish in the pre- stove this water was allowed to _stand until the
storic period. The discovery north of Inghara sand settled to the bottom of the canoe. The •
of two large Sumerian buildings in a state of com- clear water was then transferred to kettles, put
plete preservation has made possible the prepa- on the stove, in which a roaring fire of driftwood
1·ation of the only known plan of a large Sumar- had been built, and boiled. Thus, very slowlyian palace. Below the plano--convex brick pave- it is hard for us to imagine the length of time it
ment, which cannot be later than 3,100· B. C., was did take-the salt was distilled from the ocean.
an accumulated deposit of fifteen feet, represent- water. Records show that in this laborious man~
inl? at least 1,500 to 2,000 years previous occupa- ner fifteen gallons of salt were obtained.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
i;11g adverse win~s, apparently waiting conditions
';l'HICKEST COAL VEIN
to their extended flight. For days this
The Bureau of Mines says that the thickest . favor:ible
practice 1:1ay continue until without warning or
coal seam in the world, as far as known, is the cry_ the migrants
re~rn no mo!e to the Michigan
Fortuna mine, near Cologne, which is 330 feet maml'.1nd but
t3:ke wmg to their summer habitat.
thick. The thickest seam of coal in the United
Wh~tefish Pomt
the 1·endezvous of Curren
States of high grade is the 1dammoth Sea111 ~awkins, a State is
warden hunter. During the
near W-ilkes-Barre, Pa. This seam is 50 feet flight . of h_awks in April and May of
last year
thick, some. folds running as high as 60 to 80 Hawkms killed _836 of tl:ese birds. A great numfeet.
ber were red-tailed. This species should not have
been taken,. for as scave!1g~rs and destroyers of
small vermm the red-tail 1s of great evonomic
13-INCH GOOSE EGG
L. J. Wood of Oyster Point, Va., claims the value. The other species, classed as predatory,
champion goose of the world, it having laid an undoubtedly destroy much of our small game life
egg 13¾. inches in circumference the long way and control measures in the form of a 12-gauge
•,md 9½ around the short way. Mr. Wood intends shotgun no doubt help in the conservation of our
to try to have the egg hatched, hoping that he game and useful •birds, at times.
will get the largest goose in the world therefrom.
/
COLLIE TRAVELS 2,364 MILES
The record for the long-distance- travel by a
dog to reach his home and master is J:i,eld, so far
as known, by a collie who returned to his home
in Silverton, Ore., on Feb. 15. After an absence
of six months when he was lost from his master's
car "somewhere in Iowa" this dog with the instinct and sense of direction that passes understanding walked into his owner's restaurant,
weary, thin and footsore, and barked a joyful
greeting.
·
G. F. Brazier, restau'l:'ant proprietor in Silverton, rejoices in the return of his dog-. It was in
eastern Iowa that the collie disappeared. All
search and extensive ad:vertising were unavailing
and Mr: Brazier proceeded farther east to Wolcott, Ind. Some times after he had started back
for Oregon the dog was seen in Wolcott, which
showed that he was on his master's trail. From
Wolcott to Silverton is 2,364 miles. The collie
made it. In the long journey, embracing summer
sun and severe winter weather, the indomitable
dog crossed seven different States, traveled
through the prairies of Indiana, Illinois, Iowa
and Nebraska, climbed the Rockies through Wyoming, and made his way over the Idaho desert
into Oregon. His unerring instinct had guided
him to his beloved master.-Our Dumb Ani.m als.

1

HAWKS IN MIGRATION
About this ""time each year occurs the annual
migratio:Q of the • hawk family. At Whitefish
Point, extending far out into the southeastern
exb·emities of Lake Superior,'the flight of these
rapacious birds is a sight to warm the blood of
the most ardent ornithologist.
Sailing · in from all directions red-tailed
ro'!lgh-legged, broad-winged, <;:oopers, sharp~
shinned and goshawks make this their common
ground to begin their long flight across the turibulent waters of Superior to reach their nesting
grounds in Ontario and Quebec.
Ever resilless, these pirates of the air venture
,. few miles off shore, much like an airplane test-
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TRAPEZEE
't ·he Acrobatic Wonder Toy
ALMOST HUMAN IN ITS
ACTIONS!

. u consists of a handsome parallel
frame on which the little yellow
n1an accurately performs like an athlete.
Five Different Stunts -

1ro11

THE. FLYI_NG TRAPEZE - Release the
tn~ge_r-pm and the fi~ure swings forwai·d
gnppmg the brass trapeze-bar turns ~
somersau~t in the air and catche; a crossbar by -his heels.
THROUGH THE LOOP-A swift swi11g and
he goes through a wire loop makes
turn and, catching by his h~ls, swing!
head downward from a bar.
'J.'H.1!:. G1AN1' l:iWl.NG-He goes forward
wit.ti a rush, rel.eases the trapeze catclle .
a honz?ntal-bar with his heel;, make:
two swift S?mersaults in the air and
catches by his heels a~ain.
He ~erforms two more horizon,tal-bar
acts with the grace and agility of a circus star,. and many new ones can b
rnvented.
a
The Most Wonderful Toy in
the World!

PRICE

$1.50

. The collapsible stand and the little mani•
kin. are neatly packed in a handsome box.
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receipt of pnce. Address
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CITIZENS
Approximately
Ameri125,000
can Indian s
would be granted
ATTUBORO, MASSACH USETTS
uncitizenship
rler a bill introduced by · Representative Homer
of taul"ht almost any one at home. Sma!J cos t .
Snyder
P.
TODAY 2-cent stamp for pa rticulars
New York and 1,endproof.
favorably report- and
GEO RGE W'. S JIIITH
ed by the House
Room ·111-880, 125 N. Jclf Ave., Peoria, I ll.
Committee on Indian Affairs. It
t he
authorizes
Secretary of the
Interior at his
discretion to issue a certificate
of citizenship to
non-citizen
any
born
Indian
within the ter ritorial limits of
United
the
States w ho m ay
it.
for
apply
Upon the issuance of the citizenship, the bill
states, "he OT she
shall be a -citizen
of the United
States." A P\"Ostipulates " D ig down in the old kit and pull out you r
viso
that the citizen- Hohner. W e're going to stage a contest
ship shall not i!fl- and see 'who's who' when i t comes to music.
pair or othe1·w1Se Every fellow that can whistle a t une has a
affect the right c~nce in this exhibition. We're going to
of the Indian to start a harmonica band and we want to know
tribal and other who's going to lead it. Tune up a nd •let's
property.
hear what you've got in t h e way of harmony."
Two-thirds pf
the Indian popu1 at ion enjoy
citiAmerican
z<>,nship .. The bill T here's nothing like good music in camp or
throw on the trail; and there's nqthing like a Hohner
would
down the bars for good music.
that have prevented many In- I Get a Hohner Harmonica today and play
dians from be- , it tonight. Soc up at all dealers. Ask for the
coming citizens. Free Instruction Book. If your dealer is out
explaining of copies, write M. Hohner, Inc., Dept. l56
In
why 125,000 In- New Turk City.
are not
dians
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or 38 cal.,our No.3SB • • • • Sll,99.
EXTIIA SPECIAL our No.280A latea~ 192&
model of blue steel. Each revolver has passed etrl4
'
•
Government teat. 82°cal,•8••hot • $14,95

32.20 or 35 ca1:-s-shot Slll,45

Pictures
Instantly

1

Above guris all slJootanystandafd Amertcan carfridge.

PAY POSTMAN ON DELIVERY pine pgstaa-e.
Money back promptly If not . .tl•fled.

CONSUMDIS CO,, 11ePto P2D, 12115 Bn1adway.N.V.
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No Fllma-No Platea-No Derk Room
Not a bit of the moss • nd bother of tbe ordinarY kodak

arcamera. ltia fnatantaneoua photograph:,. Unlvenal
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develop; reaulta simply amazlnir.
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We Trust You

No difference who loo are, where :,ou live or what
,oar a;-e. we will • en you the complete .. Mandel-ette..
putftt abaolute1yon e.pprovo.1 andai•eyou 10 dava to teat
It. If not satJefactory return it. "'But when yoti • ee what
el~\,t>ture, It take•-•1 qulclr,•o eas)".,with no trouble
-;;nJ':i"orwl:p~t;'i~~etolo:Jy',fi~o8~~dp~t,Oc per

:;.:k

Easy Payments-No References

ro~~{::t ~J't\'c~ft:.'~.kl~t.l ~";!,h-,Jg~•~~tl'~.email

5._Gallon ••••$ 6.SO

No Experience Required

a.es
7
10 _________ 11.90

Plain fn1troetlons and everything oomplete with outfit
you can begin takin11 plcturee the moment It arriv...
W
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r -Th•w. Chlcasou..FerrolYP• co..-
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.30 •• _________ 21.s

co~~=i":o:.•t~~~Y.:o~~tir~'fio~tf!:p'!~
11 175 • Chlaap, Ill. 1
Erie St.,
2309
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Send me at once one complete model Mandel-ette

Camera outfit including aupply of poet cards and in...
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Joor special price of $10.00 lo ~ - Otbenvi1e I will
return it at the end of 10 day

The origin of
the planet Mercury has been to
some degree a
puzle to scientsome
ists for
time. A recently
promulgated theory, which Euroscientists
pean
pronounce "daring, but rather
. attractive," stated that Mercury
wa s once part of
the planet Venus.
to
According
Dawin's theory,
the moon was
once a part of
the earth, and
was torn off during a time of
high solar tides, which increased "
the sun's attracpower
tion
enor!IJouslyi. Venus and the earth
are nearly alike
in size, but Vemuch
is
nus
nearer the sun,
and if a similer
took
disruption
place the displaced part would be
larger than our
be
and
moon
with
Q,ff
torn
more foi·ce - so
much so that it
would e s c a p e
from its mother
attracplanet's
tion enhrely and
fall into an independent orbit
of its own around
the sun.
The fact that
Mercury has a
rotation
1 on g
period, according
to some scientists, tends to support this theory.
thing
Another
which lends ita
suport to the
idea is the fact
that the whiteness of Mercury
and that of the ...__
moon are nearly
like in degree-1to put it in scienlanguag_e.
tific
practicau,
are
similar.
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"Mary, I'm Going to Send
It in To-night"
"I'VE been drifting too long. Other
men are getting ahead of me and
I've been telling myself th a t it was
'luck' or 'pull.' But I know better than
that. It's because they know more
apout their work than I do.
"Two _years ago, when Tom Adams
took up an I. C. S. course, I determined
to study too. But I put it off-and off-.
·
and off"Tom's manager of the department
now and earning twice as much as I am.
It isn't because he has more natural
ability than I have, but because he's
trained I That's it-he's trained!
Me? Why, I'm just one of a score
of routine workers. Tom gets the big
salary because the firm knows he's
trained himself to handle work that I
-,
can't do.
"I've wasted two years, but it's not
too late. This time I'm really going to
' h I C. S, COUpOn. N 0 t t 0$ell d tn t at .
11

•,.

morrow. Not next week or next month:;
but to-night.
"The sooner 1 send it in, the sooner
I'll be promoted like Tom.''
Mail the Coupon To-day!
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4497 .. c, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please tell me how I can quality for
the position or in the subj ect bef ore which I have marked an X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Salesmanshtp
B usineBS Management
OAdvertJslng
Industrial Management
Better Letters
Personnel Organi.zatton
§Show Card Lettering
~ Traffic Management
Stenography and Typln11
Business Law
Business English
Banking and B anklni: Law
Civil Service
DAcoountancy{lncludinrtC.P .A. )
~ Railway Mail Clerk
Nirholson Cost Accountin~
Common School Subjects
·
Bookkeeping
High School Subjects
Private Secret ary
~ Spanlsh
Illustrating D Cartoonln11
D F rench
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Architect
D
Engineedng
Electrical
D B1ue Print R eading
E lectrlc Lighting
Contractor and BuUder
Mechanical Engineer
D Architectural Draftsman
Mechanical Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Machine Sbov Practice
Structural Engineer
Railroad Positions
Chemistry D P ha rmacy
Gas E ngine 0 r,era.t ln~
Automobile Work
Civil E ngineer
Airplane Engines
Surveying and Mappina
Navi~1ttlon
Metallurgy
Agriculture and Poult ry
Steam Englneerlnr
~ Radio
Mathematics

•

••

•

§

•

B

B

•
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Name .....•.......••..••••••••••n . ............ . . ... . . ... . . . ... ........ . ....... .. . ....... . .. . . ....... .
1 1-21.a:1
St reet
Address .................................................... .......................................... ..
h

c1t1 .................................................. state ......................................... _
Occupation ....... .. ............................. .... ......... .. .. .. ... , .... ................ .. .... ... .
send t 'hi, . ooupon to the Interno•
Penons reai<Ung in Canada •~
lional Cormpondenc, School, Canadian, Limited, Montreal, Canad11.

WILD WEST WEEKLY
--LATEST ISSUES - -

1093 Young Wild West's Fight ln the Sagebrush; or,
The Richest Spot in Nevada.
1094 " and Little Moccasin; or, Arletta's Pawnee Pe-rll.
1095 " Stopping a "Shoot-Up"; or, The Grudge That
Neper Was Paid.
1096 " On the Frontier; or, Arletta and the Mexican
Outlaws.
1097 " and "Three-Fingered Tom"; or, The _T oughest
Man iu Camp.
1098 " Richest Panout; or, .A:rletta and tbe Ridden
Cave.
1099 " and the Ropers; or, A Finish Fight On the
Rani:e.
1100 " Trailing the Express Thieves; or, Arietta's
Golden Reward.
1101 " Trimming the Toughs; or, Making Music for
a Dance.
1102 " Bandit Shake-Up; or, Arlettlt's Daring Deception.
1103 " Red Hot Fight; or, The Hldalgo's Hidden
Haunt.
1104 " Lariat Swing; or, Arietta and The Broken
Bridge.
1105 •• and the Red Skin Road Agents; or, Trouble
At tbe Double Six Ranch.
1106 " Shooting for His Life; er, .Arletta's Able Assistance.
1107 " ancl "18-Carat Dan"; or, The Dandy Bad Man of
:
Gilt Edge.
1108 " Defying His Enemies; or, Ariettn and the
·
Death Cave.
For sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent to ru,y a<ldress on receipt of price, 7c. _per copy, in money or pos11,ge

stamps.

THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS PRICE 8 CENTS

1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1 ll.4
1115
111G

1117
1118
lllll

1120

1121
1122
11'.?3
112-!

1121\

1er,

16S

OUR TE'N-CENT HAND BOCKS
Useful, Instructiv•J, aITd Amusing. The, contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subj~t.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for everybody, uoys, girls, men and women; it will ·
teach you how to make almost everything around lhe
house, such as parlor ornaments, brackets, cements. ~
Aeolian harps, an(i bird lime for catcbiug birds.

No. 88. HOW 1'0 BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR . A wonderful boo)<, containing useful and practical in-

formntJon in the treatment of ordinary diReases and ail•
ments common to every family. Abounding In useful
ancJ eff'ectlve recipes for general com pluiuts.
No. 40 . . HOW 'l'O MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Includ-

ing hints on how to catch moles ,- \Yeasels, otter, rats,
squirrels and birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YOBK END i\IEX'S
JOKE BOOK.-Co ntaiulng a great variety of the latest

jokes used hy the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrel is complete without this wonderful llttle book.
OF

No. 42. TUE BOYS
SPEARER.-Containiug

NEW

YORK

STUiUP

a varie(j. assortment or stump
Also en d men ·s
speeches, Negro, Du1 ch and Irish.
ust the thing for home amusement and amateur
jokes.
shows.
No. 4o.

THE BOYS

OF NEW YORK JlllNSTRE T,

GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Something new - and ver.1·
instructive. Every boy should obtain this book, as ii
contains full instructions for organizing amateur rui11strel troupes.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Giving the rul<'~~-nnd full directions for playing Euchre, Cribbage, Casi11... t
Forty-Five, Roun ce, P edro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auetion Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of
cords.
No. \.3. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little book, telling you 1:iow to write to your sweetheart.
your father, mother, slster, brother, employer; ancl, in
fact, everybody and an) body you wish to write to.

Hunting for Grizzlies; or, a Lively Thq_e in tbe
Rockies.
" Trailing the Redskins; or, .Arietta and the Ab·
ducted Girl.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PE'.l'S." Against Odds; or, The Shot Tba t Won the
Givin!? complete information as to the manner aud
Fight.
method of raising, keeping, taming, breeding, and man" Stopping a Round Up; or, Arietta and the
aging all kinds of pets;_ also giving full instructions for
Ranchero.
1rully explafned by twenty-eil!ht
- making cages, etc.
illustrations.
" and the Lasso Thrower; or, the Hard Gang
No. 55. BOW TO COLLECT STAllIPS AND COINSor Black Ravine.
Contoin.ing valuable information regarding tbe collect " Sentenced to Die; or, .Arietta and tbe Vigilantes.
and arranging of stamps and coins. Bandsomel v
Ing
" and "Tricky Tony"; or, The Rougbest Grease.r
illustrated.
•
in Arizona.
57. HOW TO JIIAKE MUSICAL INSTRUJIIENTS.
No.
" Es~npin g n Cross Fire; or, .Arletta and the
-IJ"ull directions bow to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither,
I~!ag of Truce.
Harp, Xylophone and other musical InstruAeolian
" Saving the Mui1 Coach; or, The .Hoss or the
ments; tog-ether with a brief description of nearly every
Mountain.
used in ancient or modern times.
instrument
musical
" Gallop for Gold ; or, A.vletta and the-- Mine
Profusely Illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald, tor
Owner.
of the Royal Bengal Marines.
bandmaster
years
twenty
" "llustiug"' the Buckers; or, tlle Cowboy W llo
No. 58. BOW TO BECOJIIE A DETECTIVE.-By Old
"Toucl1 e"rl Leather."
d{!tectlve. In which he Jay;i
-known
world
the
Brady,
King
" Rescuing His Sweetheart; or, The Best Shot of
down some valuable and sensible rules for beginners.
~ and also relates some adventures and experiences ot
~" Foilinl! the Raiders; or, Taking a Long Chance.
well-known detectives.
" Corralling t11e Creeks! or, Arletta and the RedNo. 60. BOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.skin Roundup.
useful information regarding the Camera
Containing
" W a rning; or ,The Secret Band of the Guieb .
how to work it; also how to make Photographic
and
" After Big' Game: or, Arietta and the Hunter's
Magic Lantern Slldes and other Transparencies. HandTrap _
somely Illustrated.
" Clean Sweep; or, The Reformation of Reckless
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL illACHINES.
,
Camp.
Coutalulng full directions tor making electrical ma" and tlte Hoodoo Claim; or, .A:rietta and the Keg chines, lndnrtlons col!B, dynamos, and many novel toys
of Nuggets.
to be worked by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully
Ulustrated .
HARRY E. WOLFF', Publisher, Inc.
No. 611. MULDOON'S JOKES.-The most original joke
book ever published, and it is brimful of · wit and
New York City humor.
West 23d Street
It contains a large collection of songs, jokes,
conundrums, etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit,
humorist, and practlCRI joker or tbe day.
"

.

No. 67

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 35 Cents Per Copy

This book contains all the most recent changes
in the method of construction and submission ol
scenarios. Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of
scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and
Bookstores. It you cannot procure a copy, send us
the price, 35 cents, in money or postage stamps, and
we will mail you one, postage free. Address.
L. Senarens, 210 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

HOW TO DO ELEOTRICAL TRICKS.-Con-

talnlng a large collection of instructive and blgh!y
aprnsing electrical tricks, together with Illustrations.
.
By A. Anderson.
No. 68.

HOW TO DO

CHEJIIICAL TRICKS.-Con-

tainlng over one hundred highly amusing and instrucHandtive tricks with chemicals. By A'. Anderson.
somely lllustrated.
For sale by all newsdealers, or wU! be sent to any
address on recept of price, 10c. per copy,
In money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York City
166 West 23d Street

